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ABSTRACT
Achieving the long sought goal of fusion energy requires the attainment of an
ignited and controlled thermonuclear plasma. Obtaining an ignited plasma in a
tokamak device requires consideration of both the physics of the plasma and the
engineering of the machine. With the aide of a completely analytical procedure
optimized and ignited tokamaks are obtained under various physics assumptions.
These designs show the possible advantage of tokamaks characterized by high
(~ 4.5) aspect ratio, and high (~ 15 T) toroidal magnetic field. The control
of an ignited plasma is investigated by using auxiliary power modulation. With
auxiliary power stable operating points can be created with Q ~ 50. Recognizing
the need for a fast I j-D transport model for studying profile effects the plasma
transport equations are solved using variational methods. A computer model
based on the variational method has been developed. This model solves the
11 -D transport equations very fast with little loss of accuracy.
Thesis Supervisor: Jeffrey P. Freidberg
Title: Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Thesis Reader: Daniel R. Cohn
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The fundamental problem faced by the fusion community over the past 40
years has been the development of a confinement device which can contain
the thermonuclear plasma for a sufficiently long time and without major
instabilities. The advent of the tokamak [1,2] in the 1960's provided the
best to date confinement scheme for a thermonuclear plasma. With the
aide of the tokamak very substantial results have been achieved.
Even though there is general agreement on the importance of the toka-
mak concept in fusion research, there is no agreement on the particular
geometric configuration that a fusion experiment, which is designed to ig-
nite, should have. The design of an ignition experiment is guided by the
physics of the thermonuclear plasma and by engineering considerations.
The biggest contributor to the uncertainty associated with tokamak design
is the incomplete understanding of plasma transport. A strong manifesta-
tion of this uncertainty is the plethora of models which attempt to describe
both the local and the global plasma transport characteristics.
In order to minimize the uncertainty associated with the predicted per-
formance of a certain tokamak design it is important that extensive scoping
studies are done in order to investigate the effect of all relevant theories.
This thesis is primarily concerned with the development of ideas and
tools which can be used in order to investigate the behavior of fusion plas-
mas, and to aide in the design of tokamaks. In particular the following
questions are addressed.
16
1. How can tokamak designs be developed which are optimized and ca-
pable of achieving ignition?
2. How can an ignited plasma be controlled?
3. Is it possible to improve the tools by which tokamak scoping studies
are performed?
The above questions are addressed by using the transport models de-
veloped on chapter 2. There, by starting with the Fokker-Planck equation,
various plasma transport models ranging from the complete fluid model, to
the volume averaged (0-D) transport model are developed.
The first two questions are answered by employing the zero dimensional
model developed on chapter 2. An affirmative answer to the third equation
is obtained by using a variational formulation in order to solve the transport
equation.
1.1 Design optimization of ignited tokamaks
It is evident from experimental observations that the plasma global energy
confinement time decreases with auxiliary power. On the other hand ohmi-
cally heated tokamaks report energy confinement scalings which are more
reliable and optimistic. Therefore, by minimizing the ratio P./PjO, subject
to the conditions that the plasma is ignited and that certain engineering
considerations are satisfied, optimized designs are obtained under various
confinement scalings. For example the ratio P0 /PQ has a well defined min-
imum when plotted versus the plasma minor radius a, as shown on Fig.
1.1 under Goldston -rE scaling. By calculating the tokamak parameters at
which the ratio Pa/Pn is minimized, designs are obtained which indicate the
possible advantage of high (- 15T) magnetic field, and high (4.5) aspect
ratio.
17
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Figure 1.1: The ratio of the auxiliary power to the ohmic power is plotted
as a function of minor radius a. Note the well defined minimum that the
Pa/PO assumes at a certain a.
1.2 Burn control using auxiliary power mod-
ulation
The ignited tokamak designs just discussed will be operating in a regime
characterized by unstable equilibria. In this situation some means of con-
trolling the plasma at the desired equilibrium must be provided. For the first
generation ignited tokamak it is important that the most reliable method
of burn control is used. By comparing the various burn control methods
that have been suggested over the years, burn control via auxiliary power
modulation appears to be the most reliable.
By modulating the auxiliary power supplied to the plasma stable equi-
libria are created and fluctuations about these equilibria can be stabilized
by dynamically altering the auxiliary power supplied to the plasma. The
equilibria created by auxiliary power modulation are characterized by finite
thermonuclear Q values since there is a small amount of auxiliary power
that is continuously supplied to the plasma.
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1.3 Variational formulation of the transport
equation
Following the optimized ignition and burn control studies, which are based
on a zero dimensional plasma transport model, is the presentation of the
basic ideas in the variational formulation of the 1-D general transport equa-
tion. The primary motivation for developing this variational transport
model is that such a model yields profile information fast, and with high
accuracy, when compared to finite differencing formalisms.
The derivation of the variational formalism proceeds as follows. First
a function called the Lagrangian is derived which represents the transport
equation under consideration. Next, trial functions characterized by cer-
tain unknown parameters "variational parameters" are substituted into the
Lagrangian. In turn the variational solution to the transport equation is
found by estimating the value of the variational parameters which make the
Lagrangian stationary.
. The variational method for the solution of the transport equation has
been estimated to reduce the required computational time by a factor of 10-
50 over standard finite differencing techniques. Furthermore, by choosing
the right trial functions the accuracy of the method is very good (again
when compared with the exact solution). This is shown on Fig. 1.2 where
a profile obtained by the variational formulation is compared to the exact
solution.
1.4 Variational solutions of the plasma trans-
port equations
Having developed and tested the variational formulation for the transport
equation, the next goal is to develop a complete plasma transport model.
This is accomplished in chapter 6 where the 1 1-D plasma transport model
developed on chapter 2 is formulated variationally. Also, a sawtooth model
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of the results obtained from the variational and the
exact solution of the transport equation.
is developed, and the issues related to the connection between the global
energy confinement time rE and the local diffusion coefficients are discussed.
The formulation is incorporated into a computer code called MITra
which solves the 11-D time dependent plasma transport equations. This
code is in turn used to study some fundamental ignition and burn control
issues of the CIT tokamak.
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Variational
Chapter 2
Tokamak Plasma Transport
and Equilibrium Equations
2.1 Introduction
Plasmas are composed of a large number of charged particles of different
species. For example, in a tokamak plasma the main species are: electrons,
hydrogen, deuterium, tritium, alpha particles, as well as many other ions
characterized by higher atomic numbers, the so called impurities. The
behavior of such a plasma is described in terms of the particle motions with
the aide of the distribution function f(i, 9, t). The distribution function fj
is a function of seven variables and it gives a measure of the probability
density for the particles of species j in the (S, i) phase space.
The time evolution of the distribution function f3(5, , t) of species, j, in
a multiple species plasma is given by the (Vlasov) Fokker -Planck equation
+ 2-V f, + " +'U xJ) - = C' + S, (2.1)6t mi 8
where ej is the charge and mj the mass of particles of species j, E and
B are respectively the macroscopic electric and magnetic fields. C is the
Coulomb collision operator and S represents any external particle source
or sink of species j.
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2.2 Fluid Transport Equations
In general, for many applications, it is adequate to describe the plasma in
terms of the fluid variables such as density, fluid velocity and temperature
which are functions of only four variables. This reduction in the number of
independent variables is obtained by taking moments of Eq. (2.1).
The first three velocity moments of Eq. (2.1) give the fluid expressions
for the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy respectively.
anj
§-+ V - (n ) = Snj (2.2)
nmj e n (f+ x $j) + V -I = R (2.3)
3&(nT,)33 anjj)+ 3 -7(njTg)+njTj'7-Eg+lUj:'7it = Qj2 at 2
- 7 + Sej (2.4)
In the above equations the various fluid variables are:[3]
The density n3 of species j,
n j f, dg (2.5)
the flow velocity, u3 of species j,
?d U 6f, d6 (2.6)
the particle source rate,
Sn 3 J S, d9 (2.7)
the total pressure tensor,
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ij mj (V -- 9j)(6 - iy) f, d-6 (2.8)
the friction force,
Rj -rn m(V- i) C3 dV (2.9)
the temperature of species j,
T = Pj (2.10)
ni
where p, is the scalar pressure
pj 3 -n 3 I2fj d9 (2.11)
the heat flux,
qj a _ - j)| -_ g\2 f d9 (2.12)
the heat generated due to collisions between unlike particles,
Q mJ -U i|2C dV (2.13)
and the energy source,
SEj f= jJmIij2SjdU (2.14)2E0
In Eqs. (2.2 - 2.4), all the fluid variables are functions of space, S,
and time, t, (i.e. four independent variables). However, in the study of
transport in the toroidal tokamak geometry, it is possible, by choosing an
appropriate coordinate system, and considering the behavior of the plasma
in the various directions, to reduce the number of independent variables
to two, one for the space and one for the time. A summary of the basic
assumptions and procedures necessary for this reduction in the number of
independent variables is developed in the next two sections.
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2.3 The Ideal MHD Model
The hydrodynamic model is useful in describing low frequency phenomena
because it is then valid to neglect the electron inertia and to assume that
the plasma remains neutral.[4,5] Starting with Eqs.(2.2 - 2.4) the main steps
for the derivation of the MHD equations are presented in this section.
2.3.1 Equation of motion
The net force balance equation for the plasma is obtained by adding Eq. (2.4)
over all species and neglecting the electron inertia
5 mjn 1  - Jx B + E Vp3 = -V ZC( 2) (2.15)j ,3
The current density is
= (2.16)
and P? is the anisotropic part of the pressure tensor r13
?j H, - P3I (2.17)
where I represents the identity tensor and pj is the scalar pressure tensor.
Note that the sum of the friction forces Ej R, = 0, due to momentum
conservation in Coulomb collisions, and that the electric force acting on the
plasma is zero due to the quasineutral approximation EZ ejn3 = 0.
In the development of the MHD model the typical time scale of in-
terest corresponds to the ion thermal transit time a/V', where a is the
macroscopic dimension of the plasma (the length scale of interest). During
the time a/Vr a certain number of collisions occur in the plasma between
the various plasma species. For a valid fluid treatment it is required that
the plasma is collision dominated. This collision dominated assumption
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assures that the distribution functions of the plasma species are nearly
Maxwellian. For the plasma ions the dominant collision mechanism is due
to ion-ion interactions characterized by a collision time r. Furthermore, the
plasma electrons become Maxwellian by colliding either with ions or with
other electrons, since r,, - 7..[4] Another requirement for the collision-
dominated theory to be valid is that the macroscopic plasma length scale a
be much longer than the mean free path (Debye length A) for each species
(i.e. A < a). In general the conditions for a collision dominated plasma are
given by [4]
«T < 1 (2.18)
a
By considering the relative magnitude of V -P to Vp it can be shown that[4]
1V -P3/Vpl - VTzrg/a < 1 (2.19)
Therefore Eq. (2.15) reduces to
di - . -
E mjnj - Jx fB + 1 Vp, = 0 (2.20)
3 .
2.3.2 Ohm's Law
In processes in which all quantities vary slowly in time (no significant
changes in one electron ion collision time) [3] the electron inertia may be
neglected and the the electron momentum balance becomes.
E+i x B= I(f x B - Vp - V Pe+Re) (2.21)
en
From Eq. (2.19) it is clear that the V - P, term is negligible compared to
Vp, term. Furthermore, from Eq. (2.20) it follows that the Vp, term is
comparable to the fx B term. By comparing the Vp. term with the 9 x B
it gives
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Vp ~/enl -PLi (2.22)|i x BI a
where PLi is the ion Larmor radius. By assuming that pLila < 1 the
electron momentum equation reduces to
E+ix = R, (2.23)
en
The term R. represents the friction force between the electrons and the
other plasma species. The major contribution of R, is the electrical resis-
tivity and can be written as[3]
-nR, ~ 7J (2.24)
en
where 7 is the electrical resistivity of the plasma.
Finally, the electric field E, the magnetic field B, and the plasma current
J are given by the low frequency Maxwell equations.
"xE (2.25)
at
V x B = poj (2.26)
V*B3 = 0 (2.27)
2.4 Toroidal Geometry. Flux Coordinates
The local properties of the thermodynamic variables nj, and Tj can be
described in terms of a fixed cylindrical orthogonal system E = (R, 0, Z) as
illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
The analysis is based on the assumption of toroidal axisymmetry which
implies that &S/t9 = 0, where S is any scalar.[4]
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zFigure 2.1: Cylindrical geometry for axisymmetric toroidal equilibrium
The purpose of this work is to obtain solutions to the transport equa-
tions on the time scale governed by cross field transport and resistive dif-
fusion. This time scale is long compared to the time that Alfv6n waves
act to equilibrate plasma forces imbalances. Therefore, the inertia term in
Eq. (2.20) may be neglected and the plasma is confined by a magnetic field
B according to the static set of equations.
VP = f x (2.28)
V x 6 = yo f (2.29)
V -J = 0 (2.30)
where P denotes the total plasma pressure, and f is the plasma current
density.
2.4.1 Flux Coordinates
In axisymmetric systems, and by virtue of Eq. (2.30), a stream function 0
for the poloidal magnetic field may be introduced.[4] In a system like the
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tokamak where the contours of constant 0 form nested toroidal surfaces it
is useful to introduce the flux coordinate system (p, 9, 4). In Fig. 2.2 the
coordinates p, and 9 are depicted as contours of constant p, and 9.
The variable p represents the generalized minor radius p which is, by
definition, constant on any flux surface. p('k) is normalized to zero on the
magnetic axis and it is equal to one on the outermost flux surface.
p E [0, 1] (2.31)
Since there is an one-to-one correspondence between a given value of p and
a particular flux surface, p is a flux surface label.
The variable 9 in the flux coordinate system is an angle like variable
varies from 0 to 27r along the poloidal direction around the flux surface p.
The coordinate 4 (toroidal angle) is the same in both the (R, 4, Z) and
(p, 9, 4) coordinate systems and 0 < 4 27r.
The Jacobian of the transformation from the fixed frame (R, 4, Z) to
the flux coordinates (p, 9, 4) is given by
J = [(Vp x V9) - V4)]-' (2.32)
R 1 OROZ - &RZ] (2.33)
In general the vectors Vp and V0 need not be orthogonal over a partic-
ular non-circular flux surface. The following relationships are valid for the
vectors Vp, V9, and V4.
Vp - V9 $ 0 (2.34)
VO-V4 = 0 (2.35)
Vp. VO = 0 (2.36)
V4- V4 = 2 (2.37)
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The thermodynamic variables nj, and Tj may be advanced in time lo-
cally (i.e. at each point on a flux surface) by using Eqs. (2.2, 2.4). However,
in a tokamak plasma the motion of particles and heat along the magnetic
field is rapid compared with the resistive motion across flux surfaces.[6,7]
As a result the density and temperature profiles, of the thermalized species,
are nearly uniform on a flux surface. This difference in time scales can
be used to eliminate the explicit appearance of the poloidal coordinate 9,
and as a result the complexity of the problem is reduced without loss of
pertinent information.
The elimination of the coordinate 9 is obtained by the operation of flux
surface averaging. In general, the flux surface average of a scalar, E, is given
by
_ J(p,9) E(p,0) d9 (2.38)
J" J(p,9) d9
The flux surface average operator ( ... ) is thus used in order to reduce the
transport problem from the two spatial coordinates (p, 0) to a single one
(p).
Equation (2.38) may be rewritten as follows
( ) 27- E J dO (2.39)
where
V' L = 27r2 J dO (2.40)
Often, during the development of the flux averaged transport equations
the flux average of the divergence of a vector, (V - A), is required. From
Eq. (2.39) we obtain
(V. A)r= 7 (V -A) J d (2.41)T' fo
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where V -AX is given by
aL piP 89 (, 81RJ - IV= aO(J JVpI A,) + ToAe) + a A6 J) (2.42)
However, due to assumption of axisymmetry the third term on the right
hand side of the above equation is zero. Furthermore, due to periodicity
conditions in the poloidal angle 0 the second term on the right hand side of
the above equation integrates to zero. Therefore,
27r 2w 9(V - A) , ( J Vp| A,) dO (2.43)V, o (9p
27r a 27r
S - J Vp) dO (2.44)
V' ap 0
~- ['(. Vp) (2.45)
2.4.2 Force Balance: Grad-Shafranov Equation
The flux average operation indicated by Eq. (2.39) requires the determi-
nation of the flux surface geometry, 4(z). For the axisynmetric systems
under consideration the "equilibrium" flux surface geometry is obtained by
considering the solutions of the Grad - Shafranov equation.
A- = -po RJ4, (2.46)
= -yoR 2 P'( b) - F(V,)F'(O) (2.47)
subject to the boundary condition
V)(S,) = 0 (2.48)
where Sp denotes the plasma surface, and the constraint that the flux func-
tion V) remains regular at the magnetic axis. Jek is the toroidal component of
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the plasma current, and P(4) and F(O) are "free" functions relating to the
pressure and toroidal field profiles. The operator ( ') denotes differentiation
of a function with respect to its argument.
The operator A* is defined
A* R2 V. ( (2.49)
= R R Z2(2.50)
Having introduced the concept of flux surface average, the next step is
to reduce the three dimensional fluid Eqs. (2.2, 2.4) to the more useful one
dimensional flux surface averaged equations.
2.5 Flux Surface Averaged Transport Equa-
tions
The flux surface averaged transport equations are obtained by performing
the "averaging" operation (Eq. (2.39)) of the transport equations (2.2, 2.4)
over the flux surfaces obtained by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation
(2.46).
2.5.1 Particle Conservation Equation
Beginning with Eq. (2.2), the derivation of the flux averaged equations
expressing the conservation of particles is obtained by integrating Eq. (2.2)
over the volume interior to a surface p = const
f ddi+ fV -n , di=f SJg di (2.51)
Note that in general p can be an arbitrary surface label. Applying the
divergence theorem on the second term of the left hand side of Eq. (2.51)
it follows that
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di+f Vp=J Sa di (2.52)
The above integrals are carried out over a region interior to the moving
surface p = const. Therefore, the first term in Eq. (2.52) takes the form[7]
d= n i- n u.,-VP (2.53)
where, as indicated, the time derivative of n1 is taken at constant 5, and
the time derivative of f nj d9 is taken at constant p. zi, is the velocity of
the coordinate system characterized by p with respect to the stationary
coordinate system ;i.
By substituting Eq. (2.53) into Eq. (2.52) it follows that
nf dlJ + jn(lij - ,) - dS = SPd& (2.54)
Finally by averaging over the poloidal angle 8 Eq. (2.54) becomes
& a(V' (n)) + ' (V' (m,('i - Z) Vp)) = V' (Snj) (2.55)
By defining
r, - (nj (ii - ii,) - jVp1) (2.56)
to be the flux relative to the surfaces of constant p, Eq (2.55) becomes
-- (V'(n)) + - (V' f3 ) = V' (Snj) (2.57)
,9t ap
The above equation describes the evolution of the density n3 of species
j in the toroidal tokamak geometry.
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2.5.2 Energy Conservation Equation
The heat balance equation for the jth species is given by
3 + v[ + 5ni T 1j= -P : Vij +ii -Vp + Q + SEj (2.58)
where Pj, the anisotropic pressure tensor, is given by Eq. (2.17).
Proceeding in a manner similar to that used in the development of
the mass conservation equation (section 2.5.1) the flux surface average of
Eq. (2.58) is given by
j(V'(nT )) = [V'((- Vp) + (n z T 7(,y - ii,)- Vp))
V'(nj Tj zi, -Vp)
ap
- V'(Pj : Vi) + V'(jg - 7pj)
+ V' (Q1) + V' (SEj) (2.59)
During the time scale of cross field transport the densities and temper-
atures equilibrate along the magnetic field lines, and thus on any given flux
surface the densities and temperatures are assumed constant
(nj) ~ nj (2.60)
(Tj) ~Tj (2.61)
(ny Tj) ~ng Tj (2.62)
By using the above approximations the heat transport equation (2.59) be-
comes
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32a (V'ng= 
-- [V' (i- Vp) + T(nji -i,).VP)
r V' -T-2 (njTj)
- . - V'(i- Vp) l J)Bt op
- V'(? : Vig) + V'(1, - Vp1 )
+ V' (Qj) + V' (Sa) (2.63)
Where the term OV'/Ot is given by
- -[V'(p)( - Vp)] (2.64)
2.6 Magnetic Diffusion Equation
For a complete treatment of the plasma transport it is necessary to derive
the equation for the evolution of the plasma poloidal flux. This equation
must be solved consistently with the equations describing the evolution
of the thermodynamic variables n, and T. The derivation is obtained by
evoking Faraday's law, Ohm's law, and Ampere's law. The basic idea is
to calculate the voltage induced due to the time change of the poloidal
magnetic flux.
In general, the differential form of Faraday's law is
V X E =-(2.65)
where f, and B are respectively the macroscopic electric and magnetic
fields in the plasma. By integrating Eq. (2.65) around any moving contour
of surface S it is found that
Sf b - adS - V x F E dS (2.66)t ss
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where F, is the unit vector normal to dS, and where d/dt represents the
convective derivative
-=a + , -V (2.67)
By using Stoke's theorem Eq. (2.66) becomes
'jf.-dS= - Edl (2.68)
where C is a closed curve which bounds S, and l is an infinitesimal dis-
placement along C. In the tokamak geometry, by choosing the contour C
to be any axisymetric toroidal contour labeled by p (see Fig. 2.2) Eq. (2.68)
reduces to
d f jdS = -2r R E, (2.69)
where EO is the toroidal component of the electric field, and R is the major
radius corresponding to the contour C. Since the magnetic field B is related
to the poloidal flux, bp, via the equation
p = j . FdS (2.70)
p = 2,rrV (2.71)
equation (2.69) becomes
d = R EO (2.72)
dt
The physical significance of Eq. (2.72) is that the toroidal voltage V(p, t) =
2-rR Ek is induced due to the time change of the poloidal flux 4. For future
reference the electric field may thus be written as
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-V(P, t)~
= 2rR (2.73)
Now in order to estimate the voltage V(p) it is required to evoke Ohm's
law ( Eq. (2.23) )
E =qf -U x f +$ (2.74)
where J is the plasma current density , 77 represents the plasma resistiv-
ity, V is the velocity of the plasma relative to the frame moving with the
contours labeled with p, and where the term 4., has been introduced to
represent any externally applied electric fields. By taking the dot product
of Eq. (2.74) with j it follows that
E - B = qJ - B + E. t -(2.75)
Note that the unknown plasma relative velocity U has been eliminated
from the above equation. By using Eq. (2.73) the flux surface average
of Eq. (2.75) becomes
(E - P) = 2 ( )F(p) (2.76)
= - f) + (f.t . J) (2.77)
where F(p) = R Bk
The next step in the derivation requires the consideration of Ampere's
law
V x =joL (2.78)
By using 9= + B,60, where Bp, and B0 are respectively the poloidal
and toroidal components of the magnetic field, Eq. (2.78) becomes
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poJ = VF(p) x VO - V - U2VO)R FO (2.79)
By taking the dot product of Eq. (2.79) with B, the following results:
Po. = F'(p) - V - F(p) (2.80)
The flux surface average of Eq. (2.80) gives
po(J- B) = F'( p)2{( 1  )-F(p)v1)a V'(LV i) o (2.81)
which is equivalent to
11(0 ) = - pF 2 9p (2.82)-. F(p) ap I V'(P) (IvpI2 80~
V'(p) Op F(p) R2  (8
Finally, by combining Eqs. (2.72, 2.73, 2.76, 2.82) the magnetic diffusion
equation becomes
do F(p) 7 0 V'(p)Vp 2 & B) (2.83)
dt (i/R 2) V'(p) Op F(p) R2'&p (1/ R 2 )F(p)
In order to evolve the magnetic diffusion equation (2.83) it is necessary
to determine the function F(p). The determination of F(p) is obtained
by considering the force balance (Grad - Shafranov) equation (2.46). In
particular F(p) must satisfy the equation
90V)' 1 - V'(p)( ) 
- PoP'(p) + K+)FF' (2.84)(9p V'(p) Op R29P12
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For the solution of the above equation it is required that expressions for
the plasma pressure profile P and the plasma flux profile 6 are provided.
The pressure profile P = n T is obtained from the density and temperature
equations (2.57, 2.63), and the flux profile is obtained from Eq. (2.83).
The flux surface averaged plasma current density profile is obtained once
the profiles of P, 0, and F have been determined, and is given by
JO) = [(R)P'(p) + ( )FF'(p)] (2.85)
The plasma current enclosed by a flux surface labeled by p is given by
1 lab (IVp
IP P- VP R2 ) (2.86)
2.7 Complete 1j-D Plasma Transport Model
Having completed the development of the general flux surface averaged
(l-D) transport equations for mass, heat, and flux, the next step is to
develop a working plasma transport model.
A future tokamak reactor will be fueled by deuterium and tritium and
the resulting plasma will be composed of deuterium ions, tritium ions,
fusion-product alpha particles, various impurity ions, as well as the ac-
companying electrons. In order to describe the behavior of such a plasma
the evolution of the following quantities must be considered
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* Deuterium density nd
" Tritium density nt
" Alpha Particle density n,
" Impurity density nimp
" Electron density n.
" Deuterium temperature Td (2.87)
" Tritium temperature Tt
" Alpha particle temperature T.
" Impurity temperature Timp
" Electron temperature T,
" Magnetic flux
2.7.1 Transport Equations
The evolution of the density, temperature, and flux is governed by equations
Eqs. (2.57, 2.63, 2.83) respectively. The equations describing the complete
evolution of a deuterium tritium plasma thus become.
a =
-(V'n) = (V'r)+V'(Sn,) (2.88)
at
a a (.9
-(V'nt) = ---- (V'Fte)+V'(Snt) (2.89)
= (V' P-) + V' (S .) (2.90)at ap
j(V'lim,) = - (V'Fjimp) + V' (Snaimp)) (.1
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= (v'I'.) + v' (s.,.)
= -V' ((4d -Vp) + 'Td(nd (il-d)VP))
- ndTd - V'(0. Vp) T(ndTd)
- V'(Pd : Vil) + V'(d - Vpd)
+ V' (Qd) + V' (SEd)
Vp) + T{n,(, - i,)
- nT V'(, -Vp) T.(ntTt)
- V'(Pt : v75) + V'(1t - Vpt)
+ V'(Qt) + V'(SEO)
3 a
2(' 05t) (4. -Vp)
-
av'
5~T
+ Ta(na(.- ( il ) i p)
Vp) (n.T.)
- V'( 7i) +V'(7Q - Vpa)
+ V'(Qa) + V'(SEa)
3 (V'nimTim) + 2Tmp(nimp (ism,a- IV' (m mp -VP)
-nimT mal" , - . Vp) ,
- V'(i mp) + V'( mp V Pimp)
+ V' (Qimp) + V' (SEimp)
= a
3 a
2&at V' (<. - Vp) + 5T.(n. (ii, - l,)- Vp)
- !T. -I V, T VP-(nT)n~at 'VPr 0 p~-e
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(V'n.)
3 0(V'n dT )
(2.92)
3 '
(2.93)
V p)]
(2.94)
(2.95)
(2.96)
-,iZ,) 
-vp))]
= a V
= -v'i
- V'(P,: Viz) + V'(,4 - VPe)
+ V'(Q.)+V'(SE) (2.97)
__ F(p) n; V'(P) \vp2 Lo
Ot (1/R 2) VI(p)p F(p) R 2  ap
+) 
-(2-9 (2.98)(1/R 2)F(p) (
The above equations completely describe the evolution of the plasma
thermodynamic variables nd, n, na, nimp, nL, Td, Tt, Ta, Timp, and T.,
as well as the evolution of the poloidal flux k. The parameters rd, rt,
r. , ri, and F represent the radial mass flow for the deuterium, tritium,
alpha, impurity, and electron particles and can be written as
r, = -D, a - vn where j = d, t,r , imp, e (2.99)
ap
( Vp) represent the radial conductive heat flow of the Jth species. (Q3)
gives the energy exchange between species j and the rest of the plasma
particles. (Sn3 ) corresponds to the mass sources and sinks of species j, and
(SEj) gives the sources and sinks for the energy of species j. The quantity
V' is given by Eq. (2.40).
2.7.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
The solution of Eqs. (2.88 - 2.98) is obtained subject to the boundary con-
ditions at the edge (p = 1) and on the axis (p = 0).
On the axis, the boundary conditions are
an2  = 0 (2.100)
Opp=o
- 0 (2.101)
cOp Lo=0
= 0 (2.102)
ap P--
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At the plasma surface (p = 1) the value or the gradient of each of the
variables nj, T, and i is specified.
The initial conditions for the particle densities and temperatures may
be given by any profile which satisfies the boundary conditions outlined
above. The initial flux (poloidal magnetic field) profile can be specified by
giving some form of the initial plasma current profile with the appropriate
normalization in order to match the boundary condition for the poloidal
flux.
2.7.3 Simplified 11-D Plasma Transport Model
By evoking standard plasma physics assumptions the number of thermo-
dynamic variables to be evolved, and thus the number of equations to be
solved, can be decreased. First, by assuming quasineutrality [8] the plasma
electron density is given by
n. nd + ne + 2n, + E Z(imp)j n(imp)j (2.103)
where Z(imp)j is the charge of the j"h impurity ion with density n(imp)j.
Therefore, the evolution of the electron density is governed by the behavior
of the plasma ions. In the formulation that follows only one impurity species
is considered. Further simplifications are obtained by assuming that all the
plasma ions are in thermal equilibrium, i.e.
T -= Td = T = Ta = Timp (2.104)
where Tj will henceforth signify the plasma ion temperature.
By summing Eqs. (2.93, 2.94, 2.95, 2.96) and using Eqs. (2.104, 2.103)
the system of flux averaged plasma transport equations becomes
a a(V'n6 )- a(v' '(S) (2.105)5iVnd P V-') S
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a
5i(V'nt)
5 (V'n.)
(V'nimp)
3a(V'njT)
3_8
23t(V' neT.)
at'
a
- (v' rt) + v' (se)
P
- (v'r.) + v'(sn.)
a
= (V' ri) + V' (Sn(mp))
= v, V' {q-Vp)+ T
- niT- V'(i , - Vp) a(niT)
- V'( Pj: Vi4) + V'(Ej - Vpj)
+ V' (Qi) + V' (S.E)
= [v (.Vp)+ T.r
- n. T. 5V V'(UpVP)()
- V'(P.: Vil.) + V'(. - Vp.)
- V'(Qi) + V' (SE-)
_ F(p) 7 a V'(p)|V PI 2)97
(1/R 2 ) V'(p) Op F( p) R2 cpJ
+ -Ee -B(1/R2)F(p)
where the terms r, and ri are given by
= (ne(ie-,) -Vp)
ri =(ni(iij - iE,) -Vp)
(2.106)
(2.107)
(2.108)
(2.109)
(2.110)
(2.111)
(2.112)
(2.113)
( - Vp) corresponds to the total radial conductive heat flow of all the
plasma ions, and Qj represents the heat exchange between the ions and the
plasma electrons.[3] In general, the radial conductive heat flow is given by
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2 T-(~.V) = XeleVpl 2  (2.114)
(<.Vp) = . 2 (2.115)
op
where xc, and Xi are the electron and ion thermal diffusivities in units of
[length 2 / time].
The ion density, ni, is given by
nj = nd + nt + n. + nim, (2.116)
The difference between the electron temperature, T,, and the ion tem-
perature, T, is ostensibly determined by the term Qj, which gives a measure
of the heat generated as a consequence of collisions. [3]
The solution of the above Eqs. (2.105 - 2.110) requires the characteriza-
tion of the term OV'/Ot, and the velocity ii, of the flux surfaces. However,
by considering the magnitude of the various terms in Eqs. (2.105 - 2.110)
further simplifications can be made. The transport problem has three time
scales of interest: The time scale of heat transport, the time scale of mass
(particle) transport, and the time scale of flux transport. The flow of heat,
mass and flux across the plasma with a characteristic length a (for example
a can be the minor radius of a tokamak plasma) can be characterized with
the the bulk velocities vT, v,, and vp respectively. These flow velocities
follow the scalings
VT n (2.117)
a
D
Vm - (2.118)
a
O, 'q (2.119)
o a
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where x is some effective heat diffusivity, and D is an effective particle
diffusion coefficient. In general 2 - 5 and v,4 < vm. Therefore
VT > Vm > V4 (2.120)
and the terms 2v, il, U-Vp, and 'P : Vp are smaller than the 8T/8t and j. Vp
terms and may be neglected without loss of generality. It must be noted
that the inclusion of the terms OV'/8t, and it, -Vp is required if studies of
startup phenomena are to be investigated. This simplified model should be
used only in cases for which the flux surfaces have evolved sufficiently, as
for example during the flat top portion of a tokamak plasma discharge. In
terms of the numerical scheme used to solve the transport equations this
simplification implies that the plasma equilibrium will be held fixed during
a time step to the value obtained from the previous time step (i.e. the
Grad - Shafranov equation will be solved only between time steps). The
equations thus become
1 (9
V1 c8
v' Tp
1 a
V' ap
V1 8
ia8
v' op
(V'rd) + (Snd)
(V' r) + (S 7 )
(V' .) + (S.i)
(v' rim,,) + (sa,>(,)
[T 5
V' nj xj O + T2 Tri
(2.121)
(2.122)
(2.123)
(2.124)
(2.125)
3 a
2Bt(nTe) =
+(Qi) + (SEi)
1 a [I aT 5
, ap ne ap 2
-(Qi) + (SEe)
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and
&ft
ant
at
an,
at
an 
-
3
(2.126)
__ 
F(p) 7 19 V'(p) |Vpj2 1P]
8t (1/R 2)V'(p)Op [F(p) R2/8o
+ B(2.127)(1/R2)F(p)
2.8 Sources and Sinks for Energy
The sources and sinks for energy in Eqs. (2.125, 2.126) are related to the
processes of fusion reactions, radiation, auxiliary heating, ohmic heating,
and collisional energy exchange. In all the formulae that follow the use of
MKS units is implicit with the temperature T, and T given in keV, and the
density in units of 10 2 0/m 3 .
2.8.1 Collisional Energy Exchange
The heat acquired by the ions in collisions with the electrons is given by
3 n,Qi = -(T - Ti) (2.128)
req
where me is the electron mass, mi is the ion mass, and 1/req is the electron
collision frequency with the background ions
T 3/2
req = 0.099 T 1  (2.129)In A ni
where In A is the Coulomb logarithm [8]
In A = 38.7 + In /2 (2.130)
Eq. (2.128) shows that for constant density and in the absence of other
heating and cooling mechanisms the two temperatures T, and Tj would
gradually approach a common value.
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2.8.2 Fusion Power
In a deuterium (D) tritium (T) plasma the dominant thermonuclear reac-
tion is
D + T -+ He4 (3.52 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV) (2.131)
The 14.1 MeV neutron leaves the plasma and gives up its energy to the sur-
rounding structure. The 3.52 MeV alpha particles He4 are doubly charged
ions and thus they are, in principle, confined by the toroidal magnetic field.
As a result they transfer their energy to the plasma ions thereby providing
a self heating mechanism for the plasma.
The total fusion power density produced by the deuterium tritium re-
action is
pf = Ef ni ne F (2.132)
where nd is the deuterium density, nt is the tritium density, and Ef corre-
sponds to 17.62 MeV. 3 represents the D T fusion reactivity.
The source of energy to the plasma is related to the energy associated
with the fusion alpha particles (He4 ). The fusion alpha particles transfer
their energy to the plasma electrons and ions via collisions. If the fraction
of alpha particle energy deposited to the ions is fi, then the contribution of
fusion power to the electrons p,, and to the ions p.i is given by
pa, = 1.602 x 10-'(l - fi) ndnd Fv W/m3 (2.133)
pec = 1.602 x 10~' 3 f ndnt W/m 3  (2.134)
A calculation for the fraction f, is given by Sigmar and Joyce. [9] By fitting
the results presented in [9] the formula
fj = 1 - exp[-0.015 T,] (T. in keV) (2.135)
has an accuracy ±5% in the range 5 - 50 keV.
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2.8.3 Ohmic Heating
In the tokamak configuration the current flow in the plasma provides an
intrinsic heating mechanism. This resistive, or ohmic heating, of the plasma
is given by
Pa =E-J (2.136)
with E representing the applied electric field and Jthe plasma current. By
using Ohm's law the ohmic power density becomes
Pa = CNC 77 (JO)(4) (2.137)
where the flux averaged toroidal plasma current density (JA) is given by
Eq. (2.85). T/ is the Spitzer classical plasma resistivity given by
1
77 = 1.65 x 10-8 In A Zgf 21  QM (2.138)
The constant CNC represents the enhancement of classical resistivity
due to Neo-Classical effects.[6] Zqf, the effective charge of the plasma, is
given by
1
Zeij = - EZ n (2.139)
where Z, is the charge of the j'h ion with density n3 , and where n, corre-
sponds to the electron density. Implicit in the above equation for Zff is
the assumption of quasineutrality Eq. (2.103).
2.8.4 Radiation Losses
Energy is lost from the plasma via Bremsstrahlung radiation, line radiation,
and synchrontron radiation. In this model only the contribution from the
Bremsstrahlung and synchrontron radiation is considered.
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2.8.4.1 Bremsstrahlung radiation
The power density lost due to Bremsstrahlung is given by [10]
pb = 5.3 x 10 3 Z.1 n2 T,12  W/m 3  (2.140)
2.8.4.2 Synchrontron radiation
Synchrontron radiation is emitted as a result of the gyration of electrons
around the magnetic field lines. The radiation is emitted at frequencies
which are integral multiples of the fundamental frequency vI [11]
v, = 2.8 x 1010 B Hz (2.141)
where B, the toroidal magnetic field, is given in Tesla.
The total synchrontron power emitted by the plasma is approximately
given by [12]
p, - 6.21 x 103 n. T. B2 1 + -T - W/m 3  (2.142)146
2.8.5 Auxiliary Power
Various forms of auxiliary power can be employed in a fusion experiment.
Each type of auxiliary power is characterized by a certain power deposition
profile (fa(p)). By considering the total amount of auxiliary power (P)
to be deposited in the plasma and a certain normalized power deposition
profile, which resembles the characteristic deposition profile of the type of
auxiliary power under investigation, the total auxiliary power density is
given in terms of the normalizing factor
Pa
Pa = f p) (2.143)fV f.(p) dV
By assuming that a fraction ce of p. is transferred to the electrons then
Pae = cepafa(p) (2.144)
Paj = (1 -c)pafa(p) (2.145)
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Table 2.1: Typical values for the heat exchange time for a deuterium plasma
at a temperature of 10 keV.
2.9 Fast Equilibration Approximation
The difference between the electron temperature, T., and the ion temper-
ature, Ti, is a function of the heat exchange time T, given by Eq. (2.129).
For high density Tokamaks such as CIT and Alcator the equilibration time
is very short (see table 2.1 for typical values) and thus, to the zeroth order
the electrons and ions can be assumed to be in thermal equilibrium.
It is thus possible to make the assumptions
T. = T + T1
T = T
Where T. < 1T
By adding Eqs. (2.125, 2.126), and neglecting the convective fluxes r,
and ri, it is found that
3 [ n ( a
2 Lat ~n,,T,) + tni)
Substituting Eqs. (2.146, 2.147) into Eq. (2.148) yields
3 [a i
2 T (n.(T + T1))I+ (niT)
1 8 V/ A (T + T1) + i T]
, V'_ nx1 +Iap x
+(S.) + (Si) (2.149)
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Density (10 2 0/m 3 ) r., (sec.)
1.0 0.184
2.0 0.092
3.0 0.061
(2.146)
(2.147)
-aV nex X + niXfi]
+(S.) + (Si) (2.148)
In the zeroth order the above equation reduces to
38
2 t (n.+ ni) T
1 8 T
T 8 ,' +
+(S.(T)) + (Si(T))
By subtracting Eq. (2.126) from Eq. (2.125) and substituting Eqs. (2.146
- 2.147) the result is
3
(n,(T + T1)) - i(n;T)]
S1 V 8(T + T1)
- 3 T1 + (S.) - (S)
An approximate expression for T is obtained by retaining the first order
terms in Eq. (2.151). In particular
T =-' [(SEe(T)) - (SE(T))n - n)T
-~ 3 ?, 2fneOtk
-r~ -Trl i9qleX - fljXj)
3 n, 1/O 19 e - p] (2.152)
In summary the equations representing the fast temperature equilibra-
tion approximation are given by
8n 
_
ant
18a
1 8
-V /T
(V'Fd) + (Snd)
(V' F) + (Sat)
(V' r.) + (S,.)
(2.153)
(2.154)
(2.155)
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(2.150)
nlX T]
- n9P
(2.151)
On 1 8
- (V' rim) + (Sm(i.p)) (2.156)
30 10, SS(n. + ni)T = V'(nx + nixi) a
+(Se(T)) + (Si(T)) (2.157)
T, = T + T1  (2.158)
_ F(p) r 8 [V'p) (IVp 2 00
Ot - (1/R 2) V'(p) p F(p) R 2  ap
(Et B)(2.159)(1/R 2)F(p)
2.10 Ohmic Constraint
In many situations it is possible to solve the 11-D transport equations
without explicitly evolving the magnetic flux. For example during the flat
top it can be shown that the current density profile is related to the tem-
perature profile via the so called ohmic constraint.
The derivation of the ohmic constraint follows from the assumption that
the evolution of the poloidal flux has reached equilibrium. The equation for
the evolution of flux (Eq. 2.72) may be written as
+ R2 . 7 = -V(t) (2.160)
at
where V(t) is the externally applied toroidal voltage which is only a function
of time. Therefore, for a9/t = 0 and for E- V0 ~ rqJO/R the steady state
relation becomes
r7RJ6 = V(t) (2.161)
and by considering the form of the Spitzer resistivity for r7 (Eq. 2.138) the
above equation becomes
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RJ4 = V(t) (2.162)
where 77o is constant. Thus the left hand side of the above equation must
be independent of space (p) which implies that
(RJ) ~ T3/2 (2.163)
Having obtained (RJo), the shape of the flux surfaces is obtained from
Ao(RJk) = go(R 2 ) P' + FF' (2.164)
In summary the equations representing the fast temperature equilibra-
tion approximation and the ohmic constraint are given by
and
at
ant
an,,
30
2 t (Tne + ni) T
Te
(RJ6)
po (RJo)
I a
V'7 (v',)(a r
- (V'dP) + (Sat)
v a (v .) + (s .
- (V' Pmp) + (Sn(imp))
a V'(nexe +nix )
+(S,(T)) + (Sj(T))
=T + T F
~T3/2
=2 p(R 2) P' + FF'
where T is given by Eq. (2.152).
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(2.165)
(2.166)
(2.167)
(2.168)
(2.169)
(2.170)
(2.171)
(2.172)
2.11 Sources and Sinks for Mass
The terms Sd St, S,., and Sn(imp) in Eqs. (2.121 - 2.124) are related to
fusion processes, volumetric effects, fueling, and atomic processes.
I dV
5nd = -ndfln d t -- + S (2.173)
Snt = -ntntOT- 1 d+ St (2.174)
T d
Sn,, = nd nt-v -n, 1 d (2.175)Vdt
Sn(im,) = R+I+Sim, (2.176)
where Sd, (Se) is the volumetric deuterium, (tritium) source rate, and V is
the total plasma volume. Simp represents the volumetric impurity source
rate, and R, I give the rates of recombination and ionization of the impurity
species.
2.12 Zero Dimensional Transport Equations
In this section the general considerations for the derivation of the zero di-
mensional transport equations is presented. The derivation is given by con-
sidering a two species plasma (electrons and ions). The transport equations
for such a plasma can be written in the simplified form
3 a(n. T.)
= V1 . (ne!xV iT.) + SEe (2.177)
-= V- (D~Vin.) + Sn. (2.178)
3 8(ni T )
=t  V± -(nixiiViT) + SE (2.179)
= V1 - (Di±V ini) + Snj (2.180)
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where Q_. denotes the component of Q in the radial direction. xi,;, and
D.,;i represent the thermal and particle diffusion coefficients for the elec-
trons (e), and ions (i). SE.,j, and S,,.; represent the sources for energy and
particles respectively. There is usually no explicit evolution equation for
the flux in the zero dimensional model.
In principle, the solution of Eqs. (2.177 - 2.180) determines the time
evolution of T., T, n., and ni. Knowing the solution, physical phenomena
such as the onset of thermal runaway, and the achievement of ignition can
be predicted. However, the transport coefficients Xe, Xi, De, and D; are not
well known either experimentally or theoretically. The source of the diffi-
culty is a multitude of instabilities that occur over different portions the
plasma cross section. The turbulent transport coefficients are often anoma-
lously large, by factors of as much as two orders of magnitude. Because
of the complex nature of turbulent transport, there is as yet no universally
agreed upon transport coefficients.
The usual approach to circumvent this problem is to average the conser-
vation equations, (2.177 - 2.180), over the plasma volume. Then, by sub-
stituting experimentally measured profiles for the density and temperature,
and by introducing empirically determined confinement time coefficients for
the energy and particle losses Eqs. (2.177 - 2.180) become.
3 8T, 3 nT+e(
-- n,-- = - SE,(2.181)2 "at 2 TE.
On,= -W + S (2.182)
at Tne
3 OT 3 njT3n - - -- + SEi (2.183)
2&t 2 -TEi
=j -L + Y (2.184)
t uie
where Q denotes the volume average of Q, i.e.
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Q JQdV (2.185)
The parameters T&g, TEi, rn,, and Ti represent the global confinement time
for the electron energy, the ion energy, the electron density, and the ion
density respectively, and are defined by
2iJ~d -JV .(e~ T) rdr (2.186)
.. Lnrdr - fV, - (DV n n.) r dr (2.187)
I' Jnjir dr - J V,1 (nixi.wV±-Ti) r dr? (2.188)
TEj 2
-- n r dr - V - (D.Vjn) r dr (2.189)
i
2.12.1 Zero Dimensional Transport Model of a Ther-
monuclear Plasma
Next generation fusion reactors will certainly be fueled by deuterium and
tritium. The resulting plasma will be composed of deuterium ions, tritium
ions, fusion-product alpha particles, various impurity ions, as well as the
accompanying electrons. By assuming that the density of the impurity ions
is constant (nimp = const.), the evolution of the deuterium density (nd),
tritium density (ne), alpha particle density (n,), deuterium temperature
(Td), tritium temperature (T,), thermalized alpha particle temperature (T.),
and electron temperature (T.) is given by,
9+ 3nd (2.190)
- + -3" (2.191)
at Tnt
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-+ n. (2.192)
at 'rna
38(ndT) 3 %Td +
2 =t - 2 Ed + SE (2.193)
3 8(ne T) -3 ne~
- = - - - + SEt (2.194)2 at 2 rEt
3 8(na T,) 3 n.T. +
2 t - - + Ea (2.195)
3 a(n, T,,) 3 n,T,
- = - - + SR (2.196)
2 at 2 TEe
By assuming thermal equilibration among the electrons and ions
T = T. = Td=T= T. (2.197)
as well as quasineutrality ( Eq. (2.103) ), the summation of Eqs. (2.193 -
2.196) gives
3,9(n. +ni)T 3( n. + n)T - -
-2= - 2- 7 + SEe + SEi (2.198)
2 at 2 TB
where ni _ nd + nt + n, + nim,
The quantity rE represents the total energy confinement time, and it is
determined empirically by measuring all other terms in Eq. (2.198) over a
wide range of parameters in many different Tokamaks. In practice measure-
ments for rE are obtained only during the flat top part (steady state) of
the discharge. Expressions for rE are obtained as functions of the machine
parameters and plasma conditions characterizing the various experiments
(see section 2.12.5). Obviously, 7E is a number for any given experiment,
whereas x is a function. It is therefore not possible to infer a unique x once
7-E has been determined.
In summary, the equations describing the evolution of the plasma are,
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3 T __3(n+ni)T~ s 210-(n, + ni)- = - - + SE, + Gi (2.199)
2 Tt 2 rE
- + Sd (2.200)
-- - -- + Sn (2.201)
- -o +S. (2.202)
The volume average of the terms in Eqs. (2.199 - 2.202) is evaluated
by assuming the plasma has an elliptic cross section with profiles given by
n2 = njo d t a (2.203)
a a2 K2
T = To(1 - 2 (2.204)
Experimental measurements indicate that v, ~~ 1/2 for gas puffing while
v: 1 for pellet injection. The on axis values To and no are related to the
averages T and i by
no = (v, + 1) i (2.205)
To = (VT + 1) T (2,206)
In this analysis it is assumed that all the density profiles are described
by the same profile parameter v,.
2.12.2 Volume Averaged Sources and Sinks for En-
ergy.
In general the terms SEe, and S& can be expressed in terms of the ohmic
(pn), alpha particle (p,), auxiliary (p,), Bremsstrahlung (pb), and synchron-
tron (p,) power densities.
SEe + SEi = P + Pa + Pa - Pb - P, (2.207)
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2.12.2.1 Ohmic Power Density (pn)
The ohmic heating power density is given by
pi = 77J 2  (2.208)
where 77 is the plasma classical (Spitzer) resistivity given by Eq. (2.138).
The toroidal current density J is related to the temperature by the
steady state ohmic relation
J = J0 - (2.209)(TO
where To is the temperature on axis, and where the current density on axis,
J0 , is determined by the sawtooth condition q0 = 1.
J_ (1 +K 2  ( B ) (2.210)
Is) poRo q0
In the above equation B0 denotes the toroidal magnetic field on axis, Ro
is the major radius, r. the plasma ellipticity, and ILo is the permeability of
free space. Eq. 2.209 is assumed valid for pa = 0 as well as p, - 0 in order
to avoid the unrealistically optimistic situation of simultaneously peaked
temperature profiles and broad current profiles.
The profile parameter vT can now be related to the kink safety factor
q. by the definition [4]
27ra2KB0
q. a (2.211)
jzoRoI
where a denoted the plasma minor radius at the mid plane. From Eqs.
2.209 and 2.210 and by using the relation I = f J dA, where I is the total
plasma current, we obtain
qV 2n
- = (I + 1.5v ) (2.212)
qo 1+02
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The physical significance of Eq. 2.212 is that as the total current increases
the temperature profile becomes broader.
Finally, the volume averaged ohmic power density is given by
.45X 104 InAZf 2)2 B2
p( = W/m 3  (2.213)1 + 1.5VT K q 03Ts2
2.12.2.2 Alpha Power Density (pa)
The volume averaged alpha power density is given by
5.6 x 1O5
pc = 5. 0 noF.(To) W/m 3  (2.214)
VT
where
1022 T0
F.(To) ~ T f-6(o)-ld (2.215)
with BTU given in m 3/sec and y (2vn + 1)/vT.
2.12.2.3 Auxiliary Power Density (p.)
The average auxiliary power heating density is defined as the total power
absorbed by the plasma, P, divided by the plasma volume. Thus
Pa = ". = 5.07 x 10 4 (2R-) W/3 (2.216)27r2a2ROr, a2ROr,
2.12.2.4 Bremsstrahlung Radiation (pb)
The volume averaged radiative loss due to Bremsstrahlung is given by
P6 = 5.3 x 10 3Zel 2 T 1 /2 W/M3 (2.217)
2vn + .5vT + 1 '
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2.12.2.5 Synchrontron Radiation (p,)
The volume averaged synchrontron radiation power density in W/m 3 is
given by
p. ~ 6.21 x 103 neO T,,O B 2 )1 + T,,0 + (2.218)1+ V, + VT 146(1 + un + vr )
2.12.2.6 Conduction Losses
The term first term on the right hand side of equation (2.199) gives a
measure of the energy loss due to thermal conduction across the plasma.
3 (n, + n4T (2.219)
2 TE
It is now important to emphasize that all the physics of energy transport
across the plasma is incorporated in rE, the energy confinement time. In
general two types of confinement scalings are considered. The ohmic (Neo-
Alcator) [13] scaling 7NA, and the auxiliary scaling rAU. A discussion of
these scalings as well as several expressions for them will be given in section
2.12.5. Since the ohmic scaling represents an upper limit on confinement a
combination of ohmic and auxiliary scalings of the form [14]
1 + -1 1(2.220)
TE NrA Ta U
1
1 (1 + A2 )1/ 2
rNA
is used in order to limit TE. The volume average of the thermal conduction
losses is given by
1.2 x 10 1 (nio, h (l + A2 )1/ 2  W/m 3  (2221)
A= n + VT + /N oI+ 221
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where A = rNA/7rAU, and n.,o, n1,O are the peak values of the electron and
ion densities.
Eqs. (2.213, 2.214, 2.216, and 2.217, 2.218, 2.221) are now substituted
in Eq. 2.199 and the power balance becomes
OT B 2
KI (n. + n) = Ko - _ + Knd ntF. (T) - Kn2 T1/ 2
at q+R2T 3/ 2
-K (n. + ni)T + K, P
7NA Ra 2
T
-K, B 2 n. T 1 + T(2.222)146(1 + vn + vT))
where the zero subscript has been suppressed from To, Bo, RO, nO, nj,o,
ndo, nto, and the parameters K, are given in Appendix A.
2.12.3 O-D Density Equations
By assuming profiles of the form given by Eqs. (2.203, 2.204) the volume
average of Eqs. (2.173 - 2.175) gives
__+_ ldV
Sla = -0.01 "ndOa-tO F. - no + (1 + v)St (2.223)VT Vdt
__+_ ldV
S = -0.01 "ndo noF 0 - no- +(1 + v)St (2.224)
vs Vdt
Sn. = 0.01 + n lo F. - neo (2.225)
VT Vdt
By substituting Eqs. (2.223 - 2.225) into Eqs. (2.200 - 2.202) the evo-
lution of the plasma density is described by the equations
&nld n 1 +v l1dV
atd- _ + (1 +V,)Sd - 0.01 1 "a t Fa(T) - nadI , (2.226)
at rd ZIT V dt
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ant n + I + V F 1 dV
- -
+ (1d+ tn)S - 001 ( (2.227)
on. 1 v.1 dV
- n,+ 0.01 n n- F.(T) - n. (2.228)
& 'rd V dt
where the zero subscript has been suppressed from ndo, nto, and n,2O. The
function Fe(T) is given by Eq. (2.215).
2.12.4 Complete O-D Transport Model
The complete set of equations describing the evolution of the plasma tem-
perature and density is
B 2
K, (n. + n )i K oR2 B! + Kand ntF.(T ) - Kbn2 T1/2qO2R 2 T 3 /2
(1± A2 )'/ 2 ( +n)T
- KI (n. + ni )T + K. P-
TNA Ra
2
-K., B 2 n.T 1 + T (2.229)
146(1 + vn + vT))
S-- + (1+ Vn)Sd - 0.0 1 +V"a F.(T2.230)
1 dV
-- - + (1 + V,)St - 0.011+Vn F (T)(2.231)
& 7-tVT
1 dV
-n t T T
__n _ fl 0.01 l+ VnF(T1dV
an,- 
-- +0.01 + aI F(T) -n,, (2.232)& ri IT TVdt
n. nd + nt + 2n . + Zimp nimp (2.233)
ni nd + nt + n. + nimp (2.234)
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2.12.5 Energy and Particle Confinement Scalings
In order to predict phenomena such as the achievement of ignition or the
onset of thermal instabilities the solution of Eqs. (2.229 - 2.232) must
be obtained. The first step towards solving Eqs. (2.229 - 2.232) is the
characterization of the global confinement times: rE, -rd, rt., and r,,C,.
2.12.5.1 Energy Confinement Time
Through the years measurements of plasma properties, such as tempera-
ture, have been obtained as functions of toroidal field, plasma current, con-
finement geometry, and auxiliary power (the control "knobs"). Tokamak
devices such as the Alcator C at MIT have operated with density ranging
from 101 m- 3 to 1021 m-, and with magnetic field as high as 12T. Other
machines such as the TFTR tokamak at Princeton have operated with as
much as 35 MW of auxiliary power supplied to the plasma, resulting in a
temperature up to 32 keV. Furthermore, DIID at General Atomic in San
Diego has achieved 3 (plasma pressure / magnetic pressure) values of up to
8%, and other machines such as the Joint European Torus (JET) operate
with large plasmas (1.25 m minor radius) and high current (up to 7 MA).
The results from these experiments have generated a large data base
in which the plasma conditions are given as functions of the various con-
trol knobs. A value for the energy confinement time rE can be obtained
from Eq. (2.229) once the rest of the terms are known. By using the com-
plete data base it is possible to obtain empirical scalings for the energy
confinement time rE by regression analysis of the data. In general not
the whole data base is used when a fit for 7E is desired. This is because
different modes of operation, such as the type of heating used, seem to
imply different empirical forms for rE. For example, when ohmic power is
the dominant heating mechanism, a reasonably reliable and relatively opti-
mistic scaling for rE is the so called "Neo-Alcator" scaling. However, in the
important regime of auxiliary power dominated operation, several different,
more pessimistic, but not dissimilar empirical scalings for rv have been de-
rived. These types of confinement scalings are , in this thesis, labeled as
the "Auxiliary Scalings".
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2.12.5.2 Ohmic Scalings. Neo-Alcator
Ohmic confinement, and thus the use of Neo-Alcator scaling for Ts, is ob-
tained when ohmic heating represents the primary plasma heating mecha-
nism. The Neo-Alcator scaling is given by [13]
TNA = 0.2 j a R n112 sec. (2.235)
where W. is the line averaged electron density, n is the plasma ellipticity,
and a, and Ro correspond to the minor and major radius of the plasma.
If the solution of Eqs. (2.229 - 2.232) is desired under the assumption of
Neo-Alcator scaling, then the parameter A in Eq. (2.229) must be set equal
to zero.
2.12.5.3 Auxiliary Scalings
One of the first energy confinement scaling for auxiliary heated tokamaks
was was put forward by Goldston in 1982.[14] Since then a large number of
scalings has been developed modeling this regime of operation. The main
feature of these scalings is that confinement in auxiliary heated tokamaks
degrades with power. This implies that the total energy confinement time
rE characterizing the plasma decreases as the auxiliary power supplied to
the plasma increases.
The Goldston scaling for the energy confinement time in auxiliary heated
tokamaks is given by
I, K.5 R' 75 A-5
rGL = 0.037 M P-P.5 aR37 5  sec (2.236)
where the plasma current I, is given in MA, M is a multiplicative factor
whose significance will be discussed shortly, and A = 5/3 represents the
normalized mass ratio for D-T reactions. The term P appearing in the
denominator of Eq. (2.236) is given in MW and it represents the total
amount of auxiliary power supplied to the plasma plus the total amount of
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alpha power produced by the fusion process. It is thus assumed that the
alpha power will degrade confinement in future tokarnaks in the same way
that auxiliary power has been observed to degrade confinement in present
fusion experiments. Under the assumption of Goldston scaling solutions of
Eq. (2.229) are obtained with A AGL, where
AGL = TNA (2.237)
TGL
= KGL r1/2 (2.238)
B
where r, and KGL are given by
r = c 1Rpa + C2  B 2aFa(T) (2.239)
a B
_ 3.71 q.(2.240)
KOL - M1Y R.25 a.1 75  (2.240)
Fci(T) is given by Eq. 2.215 and C1, C2 , and f are given in Appendix A.
During the last five years various modes of enhanced confinement have
been observed in tokamaks. These modes have been obtained through pro-
file control, divertor operation, and edge preparation. It is observed that
these enhancement confinement modes show many of the same scaling char-
acteristics as the original scalings. Therefore, it is common to characterize
this enhanced confinement by the multiplicative factor M. These enhanced
confinement modes are referred to as the "H-mode" (for high confinement
mode) as compared to the "L-mode" (for low confinement). Usually H-
mode confinement is modeled by letting M to be in the range 1.5 - 2.5.
Similar expressions for A can be obtained for other scalings such as
Kaye-Goldston [15]
1124 n.26 ,28 R'l65 A-5
TKG = 0.055M BO-09 P a-4' (2.241)
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2.12.5.4 Particle Confinement Time
Contrary to the energy confinement time, rE, for which a large number of
empirical scalings exist, expressions for the global particle confinement time
-rp have not been developed. However, from measurements of the thermal
diffusivity x, and the particle diffusivity D in the JET [16,17,18] and other
tokamaks [19] it appears that the central values of x and D are in the ratio
2.9±0.4 For Ohmic Heating
S 0.4±0.1 (2.242)
D 3 For Auxiliary Heating
By considering the ratios of X/D given above, and by using Eqs.(2.186
- 2.189) it is common to assume that the global particle confinement time
rp is - 3 - 5 times the energy confinement time rE. Therefore, in the
analysis that follows the particle confinement time has the form
re = C rE (2.243)
where C is a constant number between three and five.
2.13 Conclusions
The transport equations derived in this chapter will be solved in subse-
quent chapters in specific tokamak geometries. First, by solving the zero
dimensional equations the concepts of Ignition and Burn Control are investi-
gated. Next, by employing variational techniques, the flux surface averaged
(11 -D) plasma transport equations are solved and the results are compared
to those obtained from the zero dimensional transport model.
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Chapter 3
Design Optimization of
Ignited Tokamaks
The zero dimensional power balance Eq. (2.229)can be written in the com-
pact form.
dT C2) C W"
E = -T + W [ so2+ N (C -C 2 +C (3.1)
Where, T(t) is the peak temperature, W BTEIR is a basic parameter
measuring machine performance, N = nR/B is a normalized form of the
density, and II M PaR/a2B2 is a normalized form of the total auxiliary
power Pa = (p.)V, where V, is the plasma volume. The function F(T) is
given by Eq. (2.215), and the coefficients C, are given in Appendix A. In
these expressions and all that follow, the units are T (keV), n(1020 m-3 ),
B (T), a (m), R (m), -rE (sec), and P (MW). In summary the quantities
W, N, H are given by
W = BE (3.2)
N = (3.3)
II = R (3.4)
a2B 2
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Equation (3.1) is the power balance relation describing the time evolu-
tion of T. There are many ways to rewrite Eq. (3.1) by defining a different
set of parameters. The choices made here for W and N are crucial for a
proper understanding of ignition. The critical issue is that n and TE are
not interchangeable parameters in the design of an ignition experiment. In
a given device, n - N can be easily varied over a reasonably wide range of
parameters without affecting the cost. N is constrained only by a practical
experimental operating limit, ' known as the Murakami [22] limit given by
N < Nn = 1.4 (3.5)
In contrast, raising rE - W invariably requires an increase in either field,
current, or machine size and, hence, cost. Consequently, W = BrE/R gives
a measure of machine performance and cost. It is more reliable than such
traditional parameters as n-rE or nT-ET which do not distinguish between
high n-low rE (low cost) or low n-high 7-E (high cost).
In general the energy confinement time rE can be written as
rE = (a, R, ), -- - F(N, T, I) (3.6)
where g is a function of geometry (a, R, r, -- .), and F is a function of
temperature, density, and auxiliary power. Therefore, the paremeter W
may be written as
W = WF(N, T, I1) (3.7)
w = B (a, R, n, - (3.8)
R
In this general case W serves as a performance parameter. In particular
the following cases are investigated.
'There is a second operational limit due to MHD instabilities known as the Troyon
[20,21] limit, N < Nd = 1.121R/aT. In the analysis, the Murakami limit is assumed
more severe. The , limit is tested a posteori, once the final geometry is decided.
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eGeneric. F(N, T, H) = 1
*Ohmic. F(N, T, II) = N
*Auxiliaryl. F(N, T, H) = 1/TO-5  (3.9)
*Auxiliary2. F(N, T, II) = NIT
3.1 Ignition Definition
The natural definition of ignition follows from an examination of the i vs
T diagram. Depending upon the size of W there are three qualitatively
different regimes to distinguish: ohmic ignition, auxiliary power ignition,
and non-ignited operation.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the most desirable regime of operation. Observe
that for P, = 0 there are three steady state equilibrium solutions corre-
sponding to T = 0., The left point, denoted by To, represents the tempera-
ture achieved in an ohmic discharge (po) ~ (pj) and is dominated by 1/T'1'
dependance of the ohmic power term. It typically occurs at To - 2-3 keV.
The second equilibrium point TB is dominated by alpha particle heating and
usually occurs at TB ~ 12 - 20 keV. Since the optimum temperature for
fusion power production, at fixed 0, occurs at T - 15 keV this is ultimately
the desired operating temperature. The third equilibrium point, TB, rep-
resents the final stable temperature. It typically occurs at TR ~ 50 keV as
a consequence of the high temperature decay of the aiV curve. This point,
even though stable, is uninteresting because the plasma #3 is far above the
MHD stability limit and corresponds to operation far from at the optimum
temperature for fusion power production.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to gain access to the high temperature
equilibrium point TB through the normal evolution of the ohmic discharge.
The reason is as follows. At the initiation of the discharge the temperature
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Figure 3.1: Illustrative t vs T plot with the three equilibrium points To,
TB, and TR
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is very low and ohmic heating is the dominant mechanism in the power
balance relation. As time increases the temperature increases since t > 0.
This is equivalent to moving to the right along the T axis. Once the low
temperature ohmic equilibrium point, To, is reached the temperature can
increase no further. Any increase in temperature causes t < 0 which
drives the system back to the ohmic equilibrium point. Stated physically,
for temperatures greater than that corresponding to the ohmic point, the
losses increase faster than the ohmic power input.
It is thus clear that in order to reach the high temperature regime the
value of W or P. must be sufficiently high so that the minimum of the t
curve lies above the axis. In this situation, t > 0 during the entire evolu-
tion, thereby providing access to the alpha particle dominated operation.
The temperature at which the minimum of the t curve becomes tangent to
the horizontal (T) axis is denoted by T1 , and is called the ignition temper-
ature hereinafter.
There are two ways to achieve t > 0. First, for Pa = 0 the minimum
of the t curve can be raised above the axis by increasing the machine
performance (and hence cost); this is equivalent to raising the value of W
and corresponds to pure ohmic ignition since P, = 0; see Fig. 3.2. Note
that when T exceeds T the plasma temperature will runaway.
The second method to achieve 1 > 0 applies when economic and/or
technological considerations prevent the design of an ohmically ignited ma-
chine. In this case the minimum of the t curve can be made positive if
sufficient auxiliary power is supplied to the plasma. This type of ignition is
denoted as ignition with auxiliary power; see Fig. 3.3. Once T, is exceeded,
the auxiliary power can be gradually decreased shifting operation to T = TB
on the P = 0 curve. Note that at T = TB the system is susceptible to a
thermal runaway since t (TB) > 0. This is the problem of burn control and
is discused in chapter 4
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Figure 3.2: t vs T plot illustrating the case of ohmic ignition
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Figure 3.3: T vs T plot illustrating the case of auxiliary power ignition
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Figure 3.4: T vs T plot illustrating the case of auxiliary power ignition in
a low performance machine
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For non-ohmically ignited systems the form of the i vs T curve in Fig. 3
is the most desirable because, with the aid of auxiliary power, access is
provided to the thermal equilibrium point TB along the P. = 0 curve.
A second, and not as desirable, situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Again,
with sufficient auxiliary power, the minimum of the T curve can be made
positive. However, the corresponding curve for P. = 0 has a maximum
which is below the axis. Thus, once T exceeds T1 , the auxiliary power
cannot be completely shut off since no thermal equilibrium point exists.
Instead, the power is reduced as much as possible until the maximum of t
is just tangent to the axis. Since P. is now not equal to zero at the steady
state equilibrium temperature TB, the system acts as an amplifier with gain
Q = P,/P. where P,. is the fusion neutron power.
The third situation to consider is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Here, the con-
finement is so poor that t vs T is a monotonically decreasing function for
any auxiliary power. There is no potential region for alpha dominated op-
eration and only the ohmic equilibrium temperature To is possible. This
corresponds to "no fusion" and is obviously the least desirable regime of
operation.
The natural definition of ignition thus requires a region of thermal run-
away in the t vs T diagram regardless of how small. The precise mathemati-
cal definitions [23] of the regimes of interest can be conveniently summarized
as follows
1. Pure Ohmic Ignition
t(T, VV, N, 1= 0) = 0 (3.10)
-(TI, W, N, f= 0) = 0 (3.11)
2. Auxiliary Power Aided Ignition
t(Tr, VV, N, I) = 0 (3.12)
-(T, W, N, 1) = 0 (3.13)
TT
i(T", II = 0) > 0 (3.14)
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Figure 3.5: v s T plot illustrating the case of nonignited operation
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The significance of the temperature TM can be infered by examining Fig. 3.3.
3. Auxiliary Power Aided Amplification
f(T 1, W, N, H) = 0 (3.15)
-(TI, W, N, H) = 0 (3.16)
aT
T(TAf, l = 0) < 0 (3.17)
4. No Fusion
-(TI, W, N, IT) < 0 (3.18)
The ignition characteristics can also be observed by eamining the con-
tours of constant auxiliary power. These contours usually refered to as
Plasma Operating Contours (POPCON) [24] are obtained by calculating
the auxliary power required to make dT/dt = 0 at a combination of plasma
density and temperatures. Thus a POPCON represents steady state be-
havior. A typical POPCON is shown in Fig. 3.6. The ignition temperature
Ti, satisfying Eqs. (3.10, 3.11) form the contour indicated by the dots in
Fig. 3.6. This contour goes through the "Cordey pass" - the point at which
both t = 0 and dt/dT = 0 are satisfied with the least amount of auxiliary
power. This contour which is henceforth called Marginal Ignition Ridge
(MIR) is important since, at it is shown in chapter 4, it is the boundary
between the regions of negative and positive growth rates for the plasma
temperature
In the following section the ignition requirements for systems falling
in regimes 1 and 2 are investigated, and the boundaries separating these
regions in the parameter space of auxiliary power vs performance are pre-
sented.
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Figure 3.6: Typical POPCON plot indicating the Marginal Ignition Ridge(MIR)
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Table 3.1: Critical Parameters for Ohmic Ignition
Generic Ohmic Auxiliaryl Auxiliary2
W 14.2 19.5 14.6 22.92
Tr 11.39 7.06 9.89 7.07
N 0.249 0.576 0.371 0.679
n7rE 3.51 11.20 5.42 15.56
3.1.1 Ohmic Ignition
An ohmically ignited plasma is one that gains access to the alpha dominated
regime solely be means of ohmic heating; no auxiliary power is required
(i.e., II = 0). This is highly desirable in view of the scientific and techno-
logical complexities associated with auxiliary power. The major difficulty
with ohmic ignition is that it requires large values of W which ultimately
translates into high cost.
The minimum value of W required for ohmic ignition is determined by
the condition that the t vs T curve becomes tangent to the T axis at
T = TI. See Fig. 3. This is expressed by Eqs. (3.10, 3.11). Solving these
equations gives the minimum W = W(N). The function W(N) itself has a
well defined minimum with respect to N as it is shown in Fig. 3.7. Setting
dW/dN = 0 then gives the absolute minimum W and corresponding N and
T for ohmic ignition. These values are given in Table 3.1 for the generic
scalings, the ohmic scaling, and the auxiliary scaling. Also given are the
values for nrE.
By writting the function F in the general form
.r = -- (3.19)TO
the complete parameter range of possible N and T dependances can be
investigated. By taking a = 0 the minimum values of W and the corre-
sponding N are plotted in Fig. 3.8 as a function of the exponent 3. Note
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Figure 3.7: A plot of the performance paramenet W as a function of the
Murakami density factor N
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Table 3.2: Critical Parameters for Auxiliary Power Ignition
Generic Ohmic Auxiliaryl Auxiliary2
W 1.63 1.63 1.75 2.14
T, 34.2 34.2 25.1 19.13
N 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
nrE 2.28 2.28 2.45 2.99
that the variation of W with 0 is very small. Also note that the values for
N are well below the Murakamni limit for all 3. Interestingly, as seen from
Fig. 3.8, and from table 3.1 the minimum W shows very little variation
whereas n-rE varies by more than a factor of three. Even so, a value of
W - 15 is sufficiently large that the resulting machine cost would exceed
the economic resources allocated for currently envisaged next generation
ignition experiments.
3.1.2 Auxiliary Power Ignition
When W is less than the value required for ohmic ignition, sufficient auxil-
iary power guarantees access to a dominated operation as long as i(TV) >
0 on the P = 0 curve (see Fig 3.3 for an indication of the temperature TM).
The condition that the t curve be tangent to the T axis at Tv, defines the
minimum value of W required for auxiliary power ignition.
The solution of Eqs. (3.12, 3.13) gives the minimum W = W(N). In
this regime TV monotonically decreases as N increases. Thus, the absolute
minimum value of W occurs when N reaches the Murakami limit. Table
3.2 gives the values of W, Ta, N and n-rE for the generic scaling, the ohmic
scaling and the auxiliary scalings.
Observe that the value of W is much smaller than that required for ohmic
ignition.
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Figure 3.8: A plot of the optimum values for W and N as a function of the
exponent , in Eq. (3.19)
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3.1.3 Non-Ignited Operation
If W is less than the value given in Table 3.2, the t vs T diagram for
P. = 0 assumes the form illustrated in Fig. 3.5. In this case there is
only one steady state operating point corresponding to an ohmically heated
discharge, T = To. There is no steady state operation dominated by alpha
power heating. Consequently, this regime is non-ignited and is discussed no
further.
3.2 The Minimum Auxiliary Power for Ig-
nition
Another topic of interest concerns the minimum auxiliary power required
for ignition. It is important to minimize this power for two reasons. First,
since auxiliary power is technologically complicated and economically ex-
pensive, it is desirable to keep the requirements as low as possible. Second,
and more critical, is the experimental evidence that the empirical scaling
relations are more reliable and optimistic in the ohmic dominated regime.
Hence, minimizing P. also minimizes the uncertainties associated with rB
in the auxiliary heated regime. In this connection it is more appropriate to
minimize P/Pn rather than P itself. Here PQ is the total ohmic power.
In order to calculate (P/PQ)in, the value of W is fixed at some in-
termediate value between the ohmic ignition and auxiliary power ignition
boundaries. The ignition condition is given by
T(T, W, N, I1) = 0 (3.20)
-- (T, W, N, I1) = 0 (3.21)
5T
Solving these equations gives II = IT(N, W). This is substituted into
the following
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P0 C0
r = -- = - IIT3 2  (3.22)Ph Co
yielding F = P(N, W). For higher values of W, r has a minimum with
respect to N (see Fig 3.7) that is less than the Murakami limit. At smaller
W, the minimizing N exceeds the Murakami limit. In this situation the
minimum W is obtained by setting N = 1.4, the Murakami limit.[22]
Fig. 3.9 shows the variation of (P0 /Pn)min with W. As expected P0/PO
is a decreasing function of W, illustrating the basic tradeoff between physics
reliability and cost. Observe that P./PO is a very steep function of W for
small W. Thus, for W < 5 the plasma is operating in a particularly sensitive
region of parameter space. Also there is relatively small variation in Pa/PO
for the different scaling relations.
3.3 Coupling Physics and Engineering
Up to this point the goal was to estimate the values of the various physics
based parameters W, N, II.These parameters are directly related to the
physics considerations as represented by the O-D model. In this section the
ignition ideas developed in the previous sections are coupled to fundamental
engineering considerations of both the toroidal and the ohmic heating coils
resulting in optimized tokamak designs.
3.3.1 Optimized Ignition Physics and Machine Per-
formance
The first step is to develop a sharply defined goal of "optimized ignition".
There are two main issues to consider. First, since we have been driven to
auxiliary power aided ignition because of the prohibitive economic limita-
tions imposed by pure ohmic ignition, the total machine cost is clearly one
of the most important problems. Second, and somewhat less quantitative,
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Figure 3.9: A plot of the optimum value of P/PoI~ as a function of the
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is the relatively high physics uncertainty associated with auxiliary power
confinement scaling as compared to the ohmic scaling.
Consider now in more detail, the questions of cost and physics uncer-
tainty. Optimizations based purely on cost tend to place too much emphasis
on auxiliary power. Large values of P. relative to P0 are required, resulting
in operation in a regime of high physics uncertainty. Thus, while the cost
is minimized, the probability of success is not.
In this analysis a different approach is adopted. It is assumed that
virtually all of the available economic resources are dedicated to the basic
machine (excluding auxiliary power). The machine design is then optimized
by minimizing the auxiliary power required for ignition. This philosophy
places a high weight on minimizing the physics uncertainty, and as it is
shown below it does not add significantly to the economic constraints as
relatively small values of P. are required.
It can be argued that the tokamak performance is approximately pro-
portional to the cost of the TF system. Furthermore, the overall TF design
is strongly driven by the coil throat, the most critical element in the mag-
net. By assuming that the cost of coil throat is proportional to its volume
V, V can be adopted as a universal measure of machine performance. It is
then possible to relate the geometric quantity W to the coil throat volume
V. In this way W is eliminated in terms of the volume V
Minimizing the physics uncertainty actually implies minimizing P. with
respect to a given ohmic power P0. A minimization of the absolute value of
P. leads to the unphysical limit Bo -+ oc, a -+ 0. Since a -+ 0, the plasma
volume approaches zero implying that no auxiliary power is required. Even
so, in this limit, the ratio Pa/PO can be large implying high physics uncer-
tainty.
Thus, in the analysis that follows, the quantity Pa/Po required for ig-
nition is minimized, subject to the constraint of a fixed volume V set at
the maximum value permissable by economic constraints. When the calcu-
lation is complete it is shown a posteriori that the auxiliary power cost is
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not prohibitive and that the equilibrium burn temperature is indeed in the
ignited regime of operation.
The optimization procedure can be summarized mathematically as fol-
lows. The quantity P./P is easily found from Eq. (3.1).
- - IIT 3/2  U (T, I, N, W, q., c, a, Ro) (3.23)
Ph Cn
U is to be minimized subject to the condition that the plasma is ignited.
T(TI, I, N, W, q.,K) 0 (3.24)
O (TI, 11k, N, W, q., K) = 0 (3.25)
and the constraint that the TF coil throat volume V is fixed. In the next
section it is shown that V = V (W, a, Ro, N, q.) so that the fixed volume
constraint becomes
V (W, a, Ro, N, q.) = const. (3.26)
In principle, Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) are solved for T and III, and Eq. (3.26)
for W. These results are substituted into Eq. (3.23) yielding
U = U (N, q., n, a, Ro; V) (3.27)
The quantity U is then minimized with respect to N, q., n, a, RO holding V
fixed. In practice, the dependence of U on q. and n is monotonic implying
that these quantities must be set to their extremum values as determined by
physics: q. = 2, n = 2. What remains is a three dimensional minimization
of U with respect to N, a, Ro.
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3.3.2 TF Coil Design
The one remaining relation required is that expressing the throat volume,
V, in terms of the ignition parameters. The coil model described below is
sufficient for this purpose. The critical assumption is that V is determined
by stress considerations on the inner leg of the magnet.
The coil model is deliberately simplified for purposes of pedagogical
clarity and to avoid any false impressions of unjustified accuracy. It is
important to realize that the goal of this work is to demonstrate trends
rather than to arrive at a precise final design. Thus, while the results are
only semi-quantitatively correct in detail, they quite accurately describe the
features and directions of the optimized design.
Consider the rectangular coil model illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The dis-
tances bl, b2 and b3 separate the plasma from the TF magnet and provide
space for the first wall, divertor, RF antennae, etc. The values of b, and
b2 are taken from the current CIT design and are assumed to be known
quantities. The value of b3 is scaled with the minor radius according to the
relation.[25]
b3 = 0.88 a + 0.5 (3.28)
The thickness of the coil throat is denoted by c, and it is this quantity
that is crucial in determining the volume V. The value of c is found by
calculating the Tresca stress on the inner leg of the magnet and setting it
equal to its maximum allowable value om - 500 MPa.
The analysis begins with the evaluation of V. A short calculation gives
V = 47rc (na + b3) (Ro - a - b1 - c/2) (3.29)
In order to obtain a reference case, for comparing the accuracy of the model,
the CIT parameters are considered (i.e. RO = 2.1 m, a = .64 m, r, = 2.0,
b, = .17 m, b2 = .6 m, b3 = .86 m, c = .43 m, BO = 11 T, I = 11 MA,
a, = 500 MPa). This gives a throat volume V = 12.4 m 3 for the reference
case.
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Figure 3.10: A toroidal coil model
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Next, consider the vertical hoop stress. The total vertical force Fz acting
on the upper half of the magnet can be approximated by
Fz ::: B Ro (a +) (3.30)pso
where
b +b2  (3.31)2
This force is assumed to be distributed equally between the inner and outer
magnet legs. It produces a tensile stress ot that is much larger on the inner
leg because the stress area of the inner leg, Az = 7r (R2 - R2), is much
smaller. A simple calculation gives
Fz B2 Ro (a+ )
0 - (3.32)
~2AZ 2po c( Ro - a - b1 - c/2)
The second stress to' be considered is due to wedging. As a simple
approximation, it is usefull to calculate the relation between the wedging
force and the hoop force in the thin coil limit c -+ 0. Using this relation, it is
then straightforward to estimate the Tresca stress, using the finite thickness
tensile stress [Eq. (3.32)].
In the thin coil limit the net centering force is approximately given by
FR ~ B2 R (na + b3) I 1 (3.33)
o RO - a - b1 Ro + a + b2
The centering force FR produces a wedging stress
FR
-w = (3.34)27 A
where AR--: 2 (na + b3) C. Substituting Eq. (3.33) into Eq. (3.34) gives
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B3oR [ 1 1 1aw O - (3.35)2pioc RO --a--b1 - Ro + a + b2J
In the thin coil limit, a comparison of Eqs. (3.32) and (3.35) indicates
that
- 2 (3.36)
at C-..O 1 + C2
Where 62 is given by
a+b2
-2 = (3.37)
Now assume for simplicity that Eq. (3.36) is valid for finite thickness
coils as well. Under this assumption, the Tresca stress 0 T = at - o, can be
written as
B3 (3+ E2 (a +b) Ro
aT = -2- k3+e 2}c(a-+ -)/2) (3.38)2po 1 + E2 c ( - a - bi - c/2)
By setting 0 T = om (the maximum allowable stress) in Eq. (3.38) the
coil thickness is given by
B 2 3 + 2(a + b) RoC = -2) (3.39)2p~oam C + E2 C (Ro - a - bi - c/2)
By substituting Eq. (3.39) into Eq. (3.29) the coil volume is given by
rB 2 RO 1 r Ro+a+b 2  3.0PO0m l(2a + bi + b2 ) (a + b3)] [(3Ro + a + b 2 ) (3.40)
Equation (3.40) is the desired relation. It is the equation that couples the
ignition physics and the engineering. Since the parameter W depends on the
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plasma geometry the coil volume given by Eq. (3.40) can alternatively be
expressed as a function of W. In order to check the calibration of this model
the CIT parameters are used. By solving Eq. (3.40) for B and substituting
the CIT parameters gives B = 10.7 Tesla which is in good agreement with
the 11 Tesla CIT design.
In practice there are several important limits which prevent small RO.
Certainly, the geometric condition RO > a + bl.+ c must be satisfied. An
even stronger limit on RO results from the volt-second requirements of the
ohmic transformer, and it is investigated next.
3.3.3 OH Coil Design: Volt Second Requirements.
In this section a derivation of the minimum major radius that satisfies the
volt-second requirements of the ohmic transformer is presented.
3.3.3.1 Basic Constraint
The basic constraint defining the volt-second requirements can be written
as
A, = kLI (3.41)
Here, Azk is the flux swing in the transformer, I is the plasma current, and
L is the plasma inductance, which can be approximated as (26]
L = poRo In ( 8  ) -] (3.42)
1 an1/2 4
The parameter k is a constant and typically k :: 1.2. This guarantees
sufficient volt-seconds to bring the current from zero to its final value as
well as maintaining the plasma for an extended period of flat top operation.
In equation (3.41) it is also convenient to express I in terms of BO and
q.
2ra 2 B (3.43)
poRoq.
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3.3.3.2 Evaluation of Ab
In order to evaluate A# it is assumed that the magnetic field in the trans-
former is double swung from -Bm to +Bm. For a double swing system
AO = 2(01 + 02) (3.44)
where -1 is the flux in the vacuum region and 0 2 is the flux in the coil. The
final value of the flux in the vacuum region is
01 = 7rR.2B. (3.45)
where the transformer geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. The flux in the
coil itself is easily found by noting that for a uniform current density
B = B) R, < R < R6 (3.46)(Rb - R.)
A simple calculation then gives
irBm
'02 = 3m (Rb - R.) (R + 2R) (3.47)
Therefore AO becomes
AO = 27rBm R2 + (Rb - Ra) (R + 2Ra) (3.48)
3.3.3.3 Relate the maximum field Bm to the maximum stress a,
Typically a. ; 330 MPa for CIT. The local Tresca stress in a straight
solenoid has the form[27]
B2 R2 (lb2
rT (R) = - 2  - (3.49)
/to Ri - R2 R 2
Unlike the TF coil, cT is a strong function of R in the ohmic transformer
coil, particularly if the coil is thick.
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Figure 3.11: The ohmic heating coil model
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In general, it is required that the peak to average stress ratio in the
OH system be less than some value 1. For CIT 7 ~ 1.5. This serves to
determine the ratio R/&i. The peak stress occurs at R = R, and is given
by
as (R.) - 2 (3.50)
AO (R b - R.
The average stress is defined as F-= f oTdR/ f dR, and is given by
__E2 RbR.a= -~ 2 (3.51)
Ao (Rb - R.
Computing the ratio (or (R.) /-) = 77 leads to
-= (3.52)Ra
3.3.3.4 Intermediate form of the Volt-Seconds constraint
Combining the results just derived, setting 5- = cp, and noting that Rb =
RO - a -b, - c, the following form for the volt-seconds constraint is obtained.
a2BO I 8RO 7
q. ani/24
= (Lo,) 2 (7 1)1/2 7 2 + 1] (Ro - a - bi- C)2(3.53)
Substituting the values p, = 330 MPa, 7 = 1.5, k = 1.2 leads to
Ro=a b +c+.4 ( Ba 2 )1/2 (3.54)
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3.3.3.5 Final form of the Volt-Seconds constraint
The final step in the calculation is the elimination of the coil thickness c
from Eq. (3.54). The quantity c is expressed in terms of V from Eq. (3.29),
the defining relation for the coil throat volume. Equation (3.29) can be
written as
c2 - 2(Ro - a - bi) c + V 0 (3.55)27r (Ka + b3)
Solving for c yields
c = RO-a- 1 - [( o -a- 61)2 - 2/ (3.56)
1 ~ 27r (na + b3)I
Substituting into Eq. (3.54) leads to the following expression for RO
± a2 B V 1/2
RO= a + b, + 0.4 -+ (3.57)(q na + b3
Equation (3.57) is the desired relation, giving RO = R0 (B, a, V, r,, q.).
Substituting the calibration values on the right hand side gives Ro = 2.1,
again indicating an accurate calibration between the simple model and the
CIT design used for calibration. Thus, in the full optimization the geometric
factor IV is expressed as a function of V by Eq. (3.40) with Ro evaluated
from Eq. (3.57).
3.4 Results
The physics and the engineering are coupled through Eqs. (3.24, 3.25, 3.40,
3.54). Eqs. (3.24 and 3.25) represent the ignition condition, and Eqs. (3.40,
3.57) characterize the toroidal field and ohmic heating coils. The optimized
desigs are obtained by simultaneously solving Eqs. (3.24, 3.25, 3.40, 3.54)
and by minimizing the quantity
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Table 3.3: The Parameters al corresponding to Eq. (3.59) for various con-
finement scalings
-. = U(N, a, TI, III, W, Ro) (3.58)
Ph
Note that the kink safety factor q. and the elipticity r do not appear in
the above equation. Specifically q. and n are considered constant and in
the following results they have the values q. = 2.0 and r. = 2.0. The four
parameters TI, 11, W, RO are determined from Eqs. (3.24, 3.25, 3.40, 3.54).
In turn the quantity Pa/PQ is minimized in the N, a space.
The first step in the solution procedure is the characterization of the
parameter W. In general the parameter W can be written as
W = C1 R' a"2 B"3 Ia4 s (3.59)
By adjusting the parameters aj various confinement scalings can be sim-
ulated. Table 3.3 gives the values of the parameters a 1 , a 2 , a3 , a 4 , a 5 for
Neo-Alcator, Goldston, Kaye Goldston, and ITER [28] confinement scal-
ings.
Another parameter that must be given is the coil throat volume V.
The coil volume is a constraint in the calculation and the optimization is
performed subject to a fixed coil volume. In order for a baseline to be
set, enabling comparisons to be made, the results that follow are obtained
by taking V = 12 m 3 which corresponds to the coil throat volume of the
present CIT design.
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a_ _ C1 2 a3  a 4  ai
Goldston 1.75 -0.37 0.0 1.0 0.5
Neo-Alcator 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.5
Kaye-Goldston 1.39 -0.49 0.17 1.24 0.28
ITER 1.1 0.3 1.2 0.85 0.5
5.0
C
4.5
0
4.0
3.5 -
0.20
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a
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(m)
0.50
(n)
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Figure 3.12: A plot of the quanity P./Po versus the minor radius a, and
the total auxiliary power P, versus a
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By considering Goldston Scaling (see table 3.3 for the appropriate pa-
rameters) the function P./Pg is minimized with respect to N within a range
of minor radii a. The minimum of the function P./PO is plotted versus a in
Fig. 3.12. Note that Pa/P0 has a well defined minimum at a - 0.4m. Also
shown in Fig. 3.12 is a plot of the total amount of auxiliary power required
at ignition versus a. Note that at the optimum minor radius the required
auxiliary power is 5 MW. This small amount of auxiliary power required
for ignition may now be viewed as a justification for choozing to minimize
the quantity Pa/P0 .
Other important parameters characterizing the design are the the major
radius (R), the toroidal magnetic field on axis (B), and the plasma current
(I). These parameters are shown in Fig. 3.13 as a function of the minor
radius a. Note that the major radius R varies between 1.75 and 2 meters as
the minor radius ranges from 0.25 to 0.7 meters. At the optimum a = 0.4m
the major radius is 1.78 meters resulting in an optimum aspect ratio of 4.5.
This optimum aspect ratio is substantially higher than the aspect ratio of
3.3 characterizing the present CIT design. This type of high aspect ratio
design was obtained from a confinement scaling which was derived mainly
from tokamaks with a small range of aspect ratios. However, in the TFTR
tokamak it has been recently observed that confinement scales favorably
with aspect ratio.[29] The toroidal magnetic field in the optimized designs
is high with a value of 15 Tesla at the optimum a. This high magnetic
field is consistent with the stress requirements in the coil structure (see
section 3.3.2). Earlier work by Cohn[30,31] has also suggeted the possible
advantage of tokamak designs characterized by high magnetic fields. In
particular Cohn's work has shown the advantage of designs characterized by
high values of the parameter B 2 a. Usually for B 2 a > 150 ohmic ignition is
possible thereby minimizing the adverse effect of auxiliary power on machine
performance. The parameters BTE/R and Ba are equivalent for the case
of Neo-Alcator scaling and for operation under a fixed Murakami parameter
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Table 3.4: Summary of the optimized design parameters for Goldston, Neo-
Alcator, and ITER scalings
nR/B. The plasma current I decreases from 11 MA at a = 0.64m to 6.5
MA at the optimum a = 0.4m. This decrease is a consequence of the
decrease in the plasma minor radius a. Note that, even though the total
plasma current is low at the optimum design point, the designs should not
be considered low current devices since q. has been set at the MHD stability
limit (q. = 2).
In Fig. 3.14 the parameter W = B-rE/R is plotted as a function of the
plasma radius a. Note that the parameter BrE/R is maximized at the
optimum radius a.
Similar results are obtained for other scalings. For the ITER scaling
the optimum P./PQ and the corresponding BrEIR is plotted on Fig. 3.15.
Note again thet there is a well defined miinor radius a at which Pa/P0 is
minimized. On table 3.4 the parameters representing the optimized design
for Goldston, Neo-Alcator, and ITER confinement scalings are summarized.
3.5 Conclusions
The volume averaged plasma power balance gives the characteristics of the
global plasma behavior. Since the transport of heat is governed by the
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Goldston Neo-Alcator ITER
a (m) 0.4 0.32 0.4
R (m) 1.78 1.76 1.79
R/a 4.5 5.5 4.47
B (T) 14.5 16.5 14.8
I (MA) 6.5 5.0 6.75
P. (MW) 5.0 1.2 2.3
Tj(keV) 8.5 5.0 5.7
N1 0.75 1.1 0.99
BrE/R 7.2 19.0 14.1
2.00 -
1.95
E .90-
1.85
1.80
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Figure 3.13: Clockwise from top are plotted the major radius R the plasma
current I and the toroidal magnetic field B as a function of radius a
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Figure 3.14: The optimized performance parameter B-rE/R as a function
of the plasma minor radius
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global energy confinement time rE, and because of the large number of
scaling relations for rE there is no agreement on the choice of an appropriate
parameter which can represent the plasma performance. In this chapter it
was shown that by introducing the parameters W, II, and N the behavior
of the plasma can be characterized within a small range of W. In general
W ~ 15 is required for ohmic ignition regardless of the type of confinement
scaling. Also values of W less than 5 are not desirable since the auxiliary
power required for ignition at these low values of W become very large.
Next by minimizing the parameter P/Pn optimized and ignited designs
are obtained. By minimizing the ratio of auxiliary power to ohmic power,
subject to a constraint of fixed toroidal field coil volume, designs are ob-
tained for various forms of the parameter W. For Goldston and Neo- Alca-
tor type confinement scalings, designs were obtained indicating the posible
advantage of high aspect ratio and high magnetic fields. In particular the
optimization results in geometries with aspect ratio - 4.5 and with toroidal
magnetic fields in the order of 15 Tesla. These designs are further charac-
terized by low total plasma currents while the required auxiliary power is
also small.
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Chapter 4
Burn Control Using Auxiliary
Power Modulation
4.1 Tokamak Thermal Instability and the
Need for Burn Control
Thermal runaway of a tokamak plasma occurs once the plasma temperature
exceeds a certain value. Fig. 4.1 shows the rate of change of temperature,
i, as a function of temperature, T for CIT (Table 4.1) under Goldston
H-mode confinement. As is shown in Fig. 4.2 auxiliary power P, is required
in order for the plasma temperature to enter into the ignition regime. If
the temperature T, is reached and the auxiliary power is not reduced the
plasma temperature continues to increase since t > 0 in this region.
It is this temperature increase that we call thermal runaway.
By examining the n - T operating space of CIT under Goldston H-mode
confinement scaling (see Fig. 4.3) it is possible to distinguish the regions of
stable and unstable equilibria.
By expanding the energy balance Eq. (2.229) about the equilibria shown
in Fig. 4.3 the linear growth rate 7 (sec-1) is calculated and its values are
shown in Fig. 4.4 as linear growth rate contours. A positive sign for -y
indicates the unstable region, while a negative sign implies stable equilibria.
Note that there are two regions of stable equilibria. One at low tem-
peratures and the other at high temperatures. The low temperature stable
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Figure 4.1: CIT ' vs T plot for the parameters shown on Table 4.1 and for
zero auxiliary power.
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Figure 4.2: CIT ' vs T plot for the parameters shown on Table 4.1 and for
18 MW of auxiliary power.
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Figure 4.3: CIT plasma operating contours of auxiliary power for Goldston
H-mode scaling
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Table 4.1: CIT Parameters
equilibria occur at - 5 - 10 keV depending on the tokamak performance
for a given amount of auxiliary power supplied to the plasma. Present day
tokamaks operate in this regime and thus all the existing confinement data
correspond to this low temperature region of operating space. However,
these temperatures are too low for operating an ignition experiment.
In the absence of any physics or technological limits the high temper-
ature stable equilibria could be ideal operating points for a fusion reactor
since large amounts of fusion power can be produced. However, funda-
mental limits, such as the Troyon 3 limit [20] and the wall loading limit,
exist which can not be violated in a fusion experiment. In Fig. 4.5 the
CIT equilibria corresponding to zero auxiliary power are shown under Neo-
Alcator,[13] Goldston-H,[14] and Kaye-Goldston-H [15] scalings.
Note that the location of the high temperature stable equilibria (dashed
lines) can vary between 20 and 80 keV depending on the type of confinement
assumed. In general, an ignited plasma will evolve to one of these high
temperature equilibria. Also on Fig. 4.5 typical contours for the 3 limit and
the wall loading limit of 3 MW/rn 2 are shown. These limits are violated
for some of these equilibria. It is plausible to speculate that the expected
uncertainty in the location of these high temperature equilibria will be as
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Parameter Value
Major Radius R (m) 2.1
Minor Radius a (m) 0.64
Aspect Ratio A 3.28
Elongation K 2.0
Toroidal Field B (T) 11.0
Plasma Current I (MA) 11.0
Pulse Length (sec.) 5.0
Effective Charge Z-f f 1.5
Maximum Auxiliary Power P, (MW) 30
10,
8
6
4
2 1-
0
0 20 40 60 80 100
T (keV)
Figure 4.5: Location of the high temperature stable equilibria corresponding
to zero auxiliary power under various confinement scalings.
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large as the variation introduced with present day scalings. During the
initial stages of a first generation ignition experiment it is prudent that
operation at the high temperature equilibria is not relied upon.
In summary, operation at either of the naturally stable equilibria is
not desirable for a first generation ignited tokamak such as CIT. This is
because the low temperature equilibria produce insufficient fusion reactions
while the high temperature equilibria are unreliable and result in violations
of important limits.
Therefore, an ignited tokamak will have to operate in a regime in which
the physics and technological limits are not violated. However, these equi-
libria are unstable requiring some form of feedback control. Since an ignition
experiment will have to operate in a regime not previously investigated the
existence and the location of these unstable equilibria will be subject to
speculation prior to beginning of operation. In the next section the issues
related to the investigations of the operating space are addressed.
4.2 Mapping the Tokamak Operating Space
A first generation ignited experiment has two primary goals. First, it must
be capable of crossing the marginal ignition ridge, and second it must op-
erate at a high enough temperature for performing the necessary studies of
an alpha power dominated plasma. The first step towards the achievement
of these goals is the determination of the existence of a regime inside which
an ignited plasma can operate.
Due to the uncertainty associated with the predictions of existing con-
finement scalings the characteristics of the operating space in an ignited
tokamak are not accurately known. For example, in a steady state POP-
CON plot with fixed auxiliary power contours the precise locations of the
marginal ignition ridge, and the zero auxiliary power contour are unknown.
Therefore, determining the characteristics of the operating space, (mapping
the operating space) will be the first goal of the ignition experiment. In this
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section various methods by which the operating space can be mapped are
investigated.
During the mapping stage of an ignition experiment the most important
goal is to determine the existence and location of the marginal ignition
ridge. If such region exists the plasma is capable of igniting according to
the definition given in chapter 3, i.e. the alpha power will dominate other
terms in the energy balance equation. Knowing the location of this ridge
is important since it separates the low temperature stable region from the
high temperature unstable region. A successful experiment must achieve
some form of "stabilized" operation in the high temperature region.
Auxiliary power, whose primary objective is to assist the plasma in
crossing the marginal ignition ridge, may be used for mapping the tokamak
operating space both in the low temperature stable regime and in the high
temperature ignition regime. The primary motivation for using auxiliary
power is that it is capable of creating steady state equilibria at any location,
provided that sufficient power is available. For a fixed plasma density a
certain auxiliary power P, is required to enter the ignition regime. For
P, < P an equilibrium point if reached to the left of the MIR. If P" > P,
the plasma temperature will continue to increase, resulting in a thermal
runaway, unless the power is appropriately reduced. The procedure by
which the auxiliary power is changed is outlined in section 4.5.
In an experiment, the location of the marginal ignition ridge can be
determined by either (1) measuring the energy confinement time and ex-
trapolating (2) measuring Q (Fusion power / Auxiliary power) as a function
of temperature, (3) looking for an inflection point in the temperature versus
time plot. In this analysis we assume that acceptable reproducibility exists
from shot to shot, and thus we assume that once the behavior at a certain
point is known it will remain the same as long as the operating conditions
do not change.
The energy confinement time may be measured during the temperature
evolution or more easily during a temperature flat-top. By using auxiliary
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power, as outlined above, temperature equilibria can be created. By mea-
suring the peak temperature and density as well as the profile shapes during
the flat-top the energy confinement time rE is essentially deduced from the
volume average of the equation
P. = -T + A - P"'"n - Ph (4.1)
TE 5
The fusion power may be deduced from the density and temperature
measurements or directly from appropriately calibrated neutron detectors.
The amount of auxiliary power absorbed by the plasma is estimated by
modeling the energy transfer mechanism of the particular form of auxiliary
power used.
Once the fusion power produced by the plasma P1 and the auxiliary
power PA absorbed by the plasma are known the value of Q = Pf/P. is
estimated. For a given density the value of Q at the marginal ignition ridge
is found by simultaneously solving the equations
dT= 0 (4.2)
dt
dPd" = 0 (4.3)
In Fig. 4.6 the value of Q at the marginal ignition ridge of CIT is plotted
as a function of plasma density n under various confinement scalings. Note
that Q ranges from 4 to 6 as the density varies from its value at the Cordey
pass to the Murakami limit.
It is therefore obvious that a Q of at least 5 must be achieved before any
claim for an ignited plasma can be made. Therefore, once Q = 5 is detected
the implication is that the plasma is capable of igniting. The importance of
the Q = 5 contour is also shown in Figs. 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 where the marginal
ignition ridge (MIR) and the Q = 5 contour are shown for Neo-Alcator,
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Figure 4.6: Q at the marginal ignition ridge (MIR) as a function of plasma
density for Neo-Alcator (solid line), Goldston (dotted line), and Kaye-
Goldston (dashed line) confinement scalings
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Figure 4.8: The marginal ignition ridge (MIR) and the Q = 5 contour are
shown for CIT under Goldston H-mode scaling
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Figure 4.9: The marginal ignition ridge (MIR) and the Q = 5 contour are
shown for CIT under Kaye-Goldston H-mode scaling
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Kaye-Goldston H-mode, and Goldston H-mode confinement scalings. Note
that the Q = 5 contour almost coincides with the MIR for all the scalings
shown.
Another indicator for the existence and location of the MIR is the ap-
pearance of an inflection point in the trace of temperature versus time.
Fig. 4.10 shows a plot of temperature vs time for a shot with the capa-
bility of crossing into the ignition regime. Note that at a certain time the
temperature evolution shows an inflection point.
The temperature at which the inflection point occurs lies on the MIR
and thus the observation of an inflection point signifies that the plasma has
entered the ignition regime.
However detecting the inflection point will be difficult in an experi-
ment. The existence of experimental errors and plasma instabilities such
as sawteeth as well as the effect of large amounts of auxiliary power make
the detection of an inflection point very uncertain. For example note the
shapes of the two curves shown in Figs. 4.10, and 4.11.
Even though the same final temperature has been reached the curve
with the small amount (10 MW) of auxiliary power (Fig. 4.10) has a clear
inflection point while the location of the inflection point in the curve cor-
responding to the large amount (20 MW) of power (Fig. 4.11) is very un-
certain. For these reasons this method does not appear to be very helpful
during the mapping process of the tokamak operating space.
4.3 Burn Control Issues
The goal of burn control is to provide a stable thermal equilibrium in the
regime of alpha dominated ignited operation. In general, any viable burn
control study requires consideration of the following issues: determination
of the equilibrium "operating" temperature, stability analysis about the op-
erating temperature, calculation of the time scales involved in the problem,
and evaluation of the various diagnostic and engineering issues.
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Figure 4.10: Temperature evolution of an ignited CIT with "small" amount
of auxiliary power.
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Figure 4.11: Temperature evolution of an ignited CIT with "large" amount
of auxiliary power.
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4.3.1 Thermal Equilibrium
In order to achieve steady state operation the power balance must by defini-
tion satisfy t = 0. Furthermore, for fully ignited operation power balance
must be satisfied for P. = 0. As indicated in section 4.1, Fig. 4.1 there
exists one temperature, labeled TB, for which both t = 0 and P. = 0 in
the regime of interest. From Fig. 4.2 we see that the temperature TB is
accessible once the plasma crosses the MIR. Also, note from Fig. 4.2 that
if one wishes to operate at a lower intermediate temperature T, < T < TB,
then a finite P. is required for thermal equilibrium.
4.3.2 Stable Operation
Once in thermal equilibrium, the plasma must lie in a region of stable
operation. Specifically, if the plasma experiences a small perturbation in
temperature, the shape of the t vs T curve must be such that the plasma
returns to its equilibrium operating point. In a linear analysis this requires
< 0 (4.4)(9Ts 'r,
where Ts is the desired operating temperature.
Observe that as the auxiliary power is gradually reduced to zero, the op-
erating temperature approaches TB (see Fig. 4.1). At TB Eq. 4.4 is not sat-
isfied and thus TB is an unstable equilibrium. Providing a realistic method
for stabilizing operation about T -_ TB is the primary goal of burn control
studies.
4.3.3 Time Scales
A critical feature of any burn control system is its response time. In the case
of an active control scheme, there may be a substantial delay between the
time that the temperature of the plasma is detected and the time that the
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system responds by altering the plasma temperature for stability. For effec-
tive stabilization against temperature excursions, the burn control system
must be able to respond on a time scale shorter than the thermal runaway
time rp. In general, the e-folding thermal runaway time r is given by
TR = d3n= -i (4.5)
H I ) Tp(P.+ P+ Pa - P!- Pb) \8TT (4,5
Depending on the type of confinement scaling used 1r varies between
0.5 and 2.0 seconds in the regime of interest.
The delay time associated with the deposition of power into the plasma
is an important consideration in a control system. The alpha particles
deliver most of their energy to the electrons in an e-folding time given by
0.099 T3/2
Trg, -n (sec) (4.6)
ln A n
Similar estimates can be made for the time delay in the energy transfer
between the auxiliary power mechanism and the plasma particles. The time
delay associated with the feedback system must also be included as well as
detection delays.
4.3.4 Diagnostic and Engineering Issues
Burn control methods based on active stabilization of temperature excur-
sions depend on monitoring the plasma parameters. Therefore, the overall
response of the feedback control system is determined by both the inac-
curacies of the diagnostics and the finite delays inherent in the system.
Deviations from the stable equilibrium temperature cause changes in the
fusion power production that introduce damaging cyclic heat and neutron
fluxes to the first wall and supportive structures. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to keep temperature excursions to a minimum. This requires accurate
temperature measurements and fast response of the feedback system.
A successful burn control system must satisfy each of the conceptual
requirements described above as well as a large number of detailed practical
problems.
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4.4 Burn Control Methods
Over the years researchers have suggested a variety of methods for pro-
viding temperature control to a burning plasma. In this section a review
of the most widely studied burn control methods is presented. The vari-
ous methods are compared by briefly explaining the physical principle and
outlining the major advantages and disadvantages of each. The primary
motivation for the selection of a particular burn control method is relia-
bility, both technological and scientific. While a number of methods may
actually be tested in an ignited fusion experiment, it is clearly important
that the baseline design must be based on the ones with the most reliability
in order to insure overall credibility. The various control mechanisms may
be classified as passive or active depending on whether the modifications to
the energy transport in the plasma is achieved by the plasma itself (passive)
or by actively altering the plasma operating conditions.
4.4.1 Passive Methods
4.4.1.1 Soft 3 Limit Control
It has been suggested that the plasma may automatically provide itself
with burn control by means of a soft 3 limit.[32,33,34] In particular, as the
plasma undergoes a thermal runaway, it will eventually exceed the Troyon
3 limit. To the extent that this is a "soft" limit, the consequence is a rapid
deterioration of confinement time, resulting in automatic burn control. Eco-
nomically and technologically such a method is highly desirable. However,
the existence and behavior of a soft 3 limit is not well established. Thus,
the method does not have high scientific reliability. Furthermore, if the 3
limit is hard rather than soft, the result is a major disruption, leading to
potentially serious damage to the first wall. Furthermore, the 0 limit must
also be less than the wall loading limit, particularly in a reactor.
4.4.1.2 Field Ripple Control
Another method of natural burn control relies on the prediction, from neo-
classical transport theory, that toroidal field ripple can significantly enhance
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ion heat transport.[35,36,37,38,39] To achieve control, the magnetic field is
designed so that the ripple increases strongly with major radius near the
outside of the torus. Thus, as the plasma heats during a thermal runaway,
its Shafranov shift increases, moving the plasma into a region of strong rip-
ple. This provides automatic (natural) burn control. Again the primary
advantages of such a method are its economic and technological attractive-
ness. The problems with ripple control are as follows. First, the enhanced
transport resulting from field ripple has not been reliably verified experi-
mentally. Second, if the plasma ignites in an optimized region of minimum
field ripple, it is not possible to stabilize against negative thermal excur-
sions. Finally, if one needs to stabilize relatively large positive temperature
deviations, the field ripple must be actively increased over a short time
scale. However, due to the long time scale associated with magnetic field
diffusion, this may be impossible to accomplish.
4.4.2 Active Methods
4.4.2.1 Vary BO.
If the toroidal magnetic field BO is varied above and below the value which
gives the desired equilibrium temperature, then for essentially all confine-
ment scalings the performance parameter nr varies accordingly. This in
principle should be an effective way to stabilize both positive and negative
temperature excursions. The major difficulty with this procedure is that
the magnetic diffusion time 7D - /ioa 2/7, where a and -q are respectively the
radius and resistivity of the plasma, is very long, thus prohibiting effective
stabilization of fast temperature excursions. Also, such a control system re-
quires that the value of the steady state toroidal magnetic field be below the
design limit in order to insure that negative temperature deviations can be
stabilized. Furthermore, the power requirements for varying the magnetic
field may be prohibitively large.
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4.4.2.2 Adiabatic Expansion / Compression
By varying the vertical field during a thermal runaway, the plasma can ex-
pand (or compress) adiabaticlly .[40,41,42,43] For an expansion, the result-
ing state has lower n, lower T, larger R and larger a. In most circumstances
the strong n, T dependence of the alpha particle heating dominates. This
cools the plasma, thereby providing a mechanism for burn control. The dif-
ficulties with this method involve power requirements on the vertical field
circuit, and the need for a somewhat oversized vacuum chamber to allow
room for expansion and contraction. The problem is more serious in config-
urations with divertors, since there is in general only very limited flexibility
in the allowable motion of the X points of the separatrix.
4.4.2.3 Vary the Plasma Density no
If the density can be varied above and below its thermal equilibrium value,
the resulting change in alpha particle power should be adequate to provide
burn control. There are several important difficulties with this method.
Since the density diffusion time scale is typically three to five times longer
than the energy confinement time, a combination of gas puffing and particle
diffusion does not have adequate response time to stabilize the thermal
runaway. Part of the difficulty can be overcome by injecting hydrogen
pellets into the plasma. The increased mass cools the plasma but does not
produce any additional alpha particles. This process takes place on a very
short time scale, more than adequate for burn control. Thus, pellet injection
can effectively stabilize positive thermal excursions. Negative temperature
excursions are more difficult to control. Injecting pellets of D or T should in
principle increase the plasma reactivity. However, once a pellet is injected,
the immediate plasma response is a drop in T and an increase in n, further
amplifying the initial negative temperature excursion. Whether or not the
temperature can recover quickly enough to reheat the plasma is uncertain.
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4.4.2.4 Vary the Auxiliary Power P
Since a certain auxiliary power is required for ignition, lowering P suf-
ficiently fast during the thermal runaway can cause a net loss in plasma
energy; the decrease in plasma energy due to lower P. exceeds the increase
due to the thermal runaway in Pa. [44,45,46] This procedure can stabilize a
positive thermal excursion. Conversely, rapidly increasing P. during a neg-
ative temperature excursion, also produces stability. Auxiliary heating in
the form of RF power can be varied in a relatively continuous manner on a
virtually instantaneous time scale. In this regard, varying P. is an effective
way to achieve burn control. The primary disadvantage is that in order to
stabilize both positive and negative temperature excursions, the value of P
must be non-zero at the point of thermal equilibrium. Therefore, the overall
efficiency of the reactor, defined by Q = Fusion power (P 1 )/Auxiliary power
(P.), can be unacceptably low if the maximum temperature excursion to
be stabilized is too large (requiring a large equilibrium Pa).
From the discussion above, it is apparent that there are a wide variety
of possible burn control methods. Each has advantages and disadvantages,
and none is sufficiently simple and well tested experimentally to assure suc-
cess. Passive burn control methods such as soft the f limit control or field
ripple are more desirable from an economic point of view. It is therefore
important that future fusion experiments carry out studies aimed at inves-
tigating the validity of such methods. However, in judiciously designing
near term experiments such as CIT and ITER the primary burn control
method must utilize the most reliable method available.
Burn control by means of varying P, is the best choice for the first gen-
eration ignition experiments. Significant auxiliary power already exists for
ignition, so no additional major hardware is required. Varying P, provides
stability against both positive and negative temperature excursions. The
main drawback is that in steady state the plasma must operate sub-ignited
requiring a finite non-zero value of P.. However, we show in the analy-
sis that follows, that the Q of the system (fusion power over the auxiliary
power) remains quite high for reasonable values of the thermal excursion
AT that must be stabilized. For these reasons, the remainder of the analysis
is focussed on burn control by means of varying Pa.
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4.5 Auxiliary Power Control: General Re-
marks
Burn control with auxiliary power modulation is obtained by varying the
input power as a function of plasma parameters such as temperature or
fusion power (neutron flux). At the beginning of the discharge the maximum
amount of auxiliary power is supplied to the plasma. Once the temperature
crosses the MIR the plasma enters into the unstable ignition regime. Once
in this regime the auxiliary power will be appropriately reduced in order
to create an equilibrium at the desired temperature. Quantitatively the
auxiliary power term in the energy balance, (Eq. 2.229) is varied according
to the proportional feedback control law:
P + AP T<T1
P.(T) = (P+ AP) I - )-]T 1 < T < T2  (4.7)
0 T > T2
where P is the minimum auxiliary power required to cross the MIR, AP
is excess power above this value required for a finite time evolution to the
desired operating point, T1 is a temperature (- TI) above which the auxil-
iary power is gradually reduced, and T2 is a temperature (- TB) between
T1 and the burn temperature TB at which P, = 0. The exponent A dictates
the shape of the P versus T curve.
By changing the parameters in Eq. 4.7 a steady state operating temper-
ature can be created somewhere between T and TB. Figure 4.12 illustrates
(a) the original system, (b) the form of the applied auxiliary power, and (c)
the final system with steady state operating temperature Ts.
Initially, auxiliary power equal to P1 + AP is supplied to the plasma. By
doing so the plasma temperature increases and eventually the MIR temper-
ature T1 is reached. The temperature continues to increase until the value
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Figure 4.12: Schematic representation of an original system (a), the form
of the auxiliary power (b), and the final system indicating the steady state
operating temperature Ts
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T, is reached. The auxiliary power is then decreased according to the func-
tional form given by Eq. 4.7. In the absence of plasma disturbances the
temperature continues to increase since i' > 0 until the operating temper-
ature Ts is reached. Note that operation at the temperature Ts requires a
non-zero steady state auxiliary power Ps. From an energy efficiency per-
spective it is important that Ps be as small as possible.
Stabilization against temperature excursions away from the operating
temperature Ts is obtained by altering the amount of auxiliary power sup-
plied to the plasma. During a positive temperature excursion the auxiliary
power must be decreased from the steady state value Ps. This results in
an overall energy loss from the plasma and thus a decrease in temperature.
If the temperature decreases from the operating point, Ts, the input power
is increased. As a result, the overall plasma energy and consequently the
plasma temperature increases returning operation to Ts. Therefore, the
auxiliary power should be viewed as a source of both power enhancement
and power loss. Power enhancement occurs to the left of the operating tem-
perature Ts, and power loss occurs to the right of Ts. This type of control
about the operating temperature Ts breaks down for positive temperature
excursions AT above a certain magnitude. In an ideal system (i.e. one
without time delays and with instantaneous feedback response) the max-
imum temperature deviation that can be stabilized is ATma, = TB - Ts
(see Fig. 4.12). Similarly in an ideal system all negative excursions are
stabilized. Quantitative estimates for ATm. are given in figure 4.21.
4.6 The Complete Burn Control Model
In addition to the power balance Eq. (2.222), a complete burn control model
must include the effects of the time delays discussed in section 4.3, the form
of the feedback law given in section 4.5 as well as the density evolution.
4.6.1 Time Delays
In this model the time delay associated with the energy transfer between
the fusion alpha particles and the plasma ions as well as the time delay
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associated with the deposition of auxiliary power into the plasma is consid-
ered.
In general, the effect at the present time t of a stimulus S1 (t')dt' at any
past time t' is given by
S2 (t) = R (t - t') S1 (t') dt' (4.8)
0
where it is assumed that the effect is proportional to the stimulus with
proportionality constant R which depends only on the elapsed time t - t'.
Hence it has the form R (t - t'). Eq. (4.8) gives the response at the present
time t as a weighted superposition over the input at the times t' < t. The
weighting factor R (t - t') characterizes the system, and S, (t') characterizes
the past history of the input.
In particular, since we are concerned with the delay time associated
with the transfer of energy as particles collide, the delay time or the energy
transfer time -r is given by
_ E
-r = E (4.9)dE/dt
where E is the particle energy. By integrating Eq. (4.9) the rate R becomes
1 dE (ti) I t (.0(ti) = - = - exp - (4.10)EO dt1 I
In Eq. (4.10) ti = t - t' and represents the time elapsed since the particle
had energy Eo. By substituting Eq. (4.10) into Eq. (4.8) and differentiating
with respect to t we obtain
dE 2 (t) _ 1
dt ^r2
This is now a differential equation giving the effect of the stimulus, in
this case the amount of energy transferred into the plasma, at time t subject
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to the delay time r and some appropriate initial condition. (i.e. E1 is the
energy produced by the particles at time t, and E2 is the energy absorbed
by the plasma at time t)
Similarly the time response of the feedback system, including the diag-
nostics and the auxiliary power delivery system, can be modeled by evalu-
ating the auxiliary power at a delayed temperature Td. A simple model for
the feedback system is obtained by assuming that the delayed temperature
Td relaxes to the plasma temperature with a time constant rd [45]
dTd 1
dt = -(T - Td) (4.12)dt 'rd
4.6.2 Complete Auxiliary Power Control Model
The energy balance, Eq. (2.229), the time delays associated with the alpha
power, Eq. (4.11) and the feedback system, Eq. (4.12) and equation (2.232)
describing evolution of plasma density are coupled to obtain the following
system of ordinary differential equations.
dT 
- Q(T7,fle,,c(fld,'lt , T) , P. (Td))
dt
dP~ 1
d - [Q. (n,nt, T) - P. (nd, nt, T)]
(4.13)
dTd 1
dt - 1[T -Td] (4.14)
dnd - J(T,ndntSd)
dnt - X(T,nd,nt,S)
dt
- L(T,n ,nSt)
dt
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where the form of the functionals 9, J, K, and f are given by Eqs. (2.229,
2.232). P,(T) is given by Eq. 4.7. P. (T) is the alpha power absorbed by
the plasma at time t, Q. represents the amount of alpha power produced
at time t. The parameters re, and rd represent the delay times associated
with the alpha power, and the feedback system.
In the next section the behavior of an auxiliary power control system
are investigated by solving Eqs. (4.13).
4.7 CIT Burn Control Using Auxiliary Power
Modulation
The Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT), whose parameters are given in table
4.1, is designed to achieve ignition (i.e. alpha particle dominated operation)
in order to determine the effectiveness of alpha particle heating and its
impact on confinement.
The results are presented in two parts. First, the heating sequence is
examined and the time required to reach the desired operating tempera-
ture is compared to the pulse length. In the second part operation about
the equilibrium temperature is considered and the auxiliary power control
system is evaluated.
4.7.1 Temperature Evolution
During an ignition sequence in CIT the plasma temperature must evolve,
from T = 0 at the beginning of the discharge, to the desired operating
temperature, Ts, in a time significantly shorter than the specified pulse
length. This is a significant problem in CIT because of the short pulse
length, and thus the shot must evolve in such a way so that the time to
reach the temperature TS is minimized. This requires that the maximum
amount of auxiliary power is supplied to the plasma and that the density
evolves in such a way so that the plasma evolves through the Cordey pass.
In this analysis the plasma temperature evolves from zero at the beginning
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of the current flat-top to the desired temperature some time during the
flat- top. The maximum amount of auxiliary power available is 30 MW
(note that this is the power coupled to the plasma). For a conservative
estimate we assume that a maximum of 25 MW can be coupled to the
plasma. The results shown here, unless otherwise indicated are based on
Goldston H-mode confinement.
Fig. 4.7.1 shows a CIT POP-CON plot under Goldston H-mode scal-
ing. In this space the final operating point is denoted by point A which
corresponds to density of 6 x 1020 /m: and a temperature of 15 keV.
Note, from Fig 4.7.1, that the Cordey pass occurs at a density of
3.0 x 1020 /m 3 and a temperature of - 11 keV. Here the density is varied
with temperature as follows. For low temperatures and until the Cordey
pass temperature is reached the density is constant and equal to 3 x 1020 M 3 .
For higher temperatures the density is ramped linearly between the Cordey
pass temperature and the final operating temperature. The auxiliary power
supplied to the plasma must be modulated if steady state operation is de-
sired at 15 keV. From Fig. 4.7.1 we see that for steady state operation at a
density of 6.0 x 1020 /m 3 and a temperature of 15 keV, 0.7 MW of auxiliary
power is required. Thus the power must be reduced from its maximum
of 25 MW to its steady state value of 0.7 MW as the operating point is
approached.
The plasma temperature, density, and the alpha, ohmic, auxiliary, ra-
diation, and conduction powers are shown in Figs. 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16 for
A = 2, T, = 11 keV, and T2 = 16 keV. Under these conditions the plasma
evolves to the final temperature in 2 seconds. The remaining 3 seconds
during the current flat-top is used for physics and engineering operation at
the high temperature equilibrium.
In order for the plasma density to evolve as shown in Fig. 4.15 the
fueling conditions shown in Fig. 4.17 must be provided. The result shown
in Fig. 4.17 were obtained by assuming that the plasma evolves through a
sequence of quasistatic equilibria and thus the dn/dt term was neglected in
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Figure 4.13: CIT POP-CON under Goldston H-mode scaling showing the
desired final operating point (point A).
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Figure 4.14: Time evolution of temperature for CIT under Goldston H-
mode confinement.
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Figure 4.15: Time evolution of density for CIT under Goldston H-mode
confinement.
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Figure 4.16: Time evolution of plasma powers for CIT under Goldston H-
mode confinement.
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the calculation of the source rate S. As seen from Fig. 4.17 strong fueling
is required if the plasma is to evolve according to the above assumptions.
Although, delivering the actual number of particles per second indicated in
Fig. 4.17 is not difficult with present day pellet injection technology, pellet
penetration will be difficult in a plasma of such high temperatures.
The plasma evolution presented above results in a high Q operation as
shown in Fig. 4.18. However, operation at the steady state equilibrium is
constrained by stability considerations. These set a limit on the maximum
Q achievable and is discussed next.
4.7.2 Burn Control
Once the plasma has evolved to the desired operating point, steps must
be taken to ensure stable operation. Temperature evolutions of the type
presented in the previous section (Fig. 4.14) result in the formation of un-
stable equilibria. By modulating the amount of steady state auxiliary power
supplied to the plasma, temperature deviations about the equilibrium can
be effectively stabilized. The major issues investigated are: the magnitude
of the run-away times, obtained by linear expansion about the equilibria,
under different confinement relations, the relation between the maximum
temperature to be stabilized and the steady state thermonuclear Q, the ef-
fect of the feedback delay time, r, on the maximum temperature deviations
that can be effectively stabilized, the distinction between underdamped and
critically damped systems, and the filtering of benign temperature fluctua-
tions, such as sawteeth, from the feedback system.
For effective stabilization of perturbations about an equilibrium tem-
perature the feedback system must respond in a time faster than the run-
away time TR of the instability. In Fig. 4.19 the e-folding time is shown
as the runaway time for CIT under Goldston H-mode confinement scaling.
Comparison of Fig. 4.19 with Fig. 4.20, which corresponds to Neo-Alcator
scaling, shows the strong dependance of -r on confinement scalings. For
example, at a density of 6 x 1020 /m 3 and a temperature of 10 keV the
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ing to Goldston H-mode confinement
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linear growth rate is 0.4 Isec for Goldston and 2.0 /sec for Neo- Alcator.
This implies that the e-folding time for Neo-Alcator scaling is 5 times that
for Goldston scaling.
As mentioned in section 4.5 the maximum temperature deviation that
can be stabilized, in a system without time delays, is the difference between
the operating temperature, Ts, and the equilibrium temperature at which
the auxiliary power is zero, TB. This maximum deviation is denoted by
ATm. = TB - Ts as seen in Fig. 4.12. The Q value obtained at the steady
state operating temperature, Ts decreases as ATm.. increases. Fig. 4.21
shows the dependance of Q on AT for CIT under Goldston H-mode con-
finement.
At this point an assessment of the maximum positive temperature devi-
ations expected can give an estimation of the maximum achievable Q. For
example, by assuming that the largest positive temperature perturbation
to be expected is 1.5 keV, then the maximum Q at which stable operation
can be obtained is - 65.
Positive temperature fluctuations evolve with a characteristic time, TR,
while negative fluctuations can happen instantaneously (for example the
introduction of impurities into the plasma). Therefore, the auxiliary power
control system will have to respond faster to negative fluctuations than to
positive ones. However, here we will consider the stabilization of instan-
taneous positive and negative fluctuations since such a case represents the
most demanding scenario.
The feedback system, including the diagnostic system and the auxiliary
power delivery system is characterized by the delay time rd. For a certain
feedback law, the maximum positive fluctuations to be stabilized as well as
the maximum steady state Q depends on the magnitude of mr. By assuming
a feedback law of the form given by Eq. 4.7 with T = 11.0, T2 = 14.0 and
A = 2.0 the stabilization of an instantaneous 1.5 keV positive temperature
fluctuation is shown in Fig. 4.22, under three different values of the feedback
delay time rd. For rd = 0.4 the system resembles an underdamped oscillator.
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Figure 4.21: The dependance of the steady state Q on the maximum tem-
perature deviations stabilized in an ideal system
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As Td decreases the system becomes more "damped" and the return to
equilibrium becomes monotonic. For a certain feedback law the system
will, as Td decreases pass through the "critically damped state" at which the
return to equilibrium is the fastest. In Fig. 4.22 the curve corresponding
to rd = 0.12 resembles a critically damped system and the approach to
equilibrium is the fastest.
The model as described by Eqs. 4.13 is governed by three characteristic
times, and they are: the alpha particle thermalization time, rc., the feed-
back delay time, rd, and the energy confinement time, rE. The effect of all
these times is shown in Fig. 4.22. Due to the alpha particle thermalization
the amount of alpha power deposited in the plasma after the temperature
has increased by 1.5 keV is equal to the amount of alpha power produced at
the equilibrium for a time equal to the alpha particle thermalization time,
-r,. For a temperature of 13.57 keV, and a density of 6 x 1020 /m' Eq. 4.6
gives r, = 0.05 sec. Since this value of r, is much shorter than the energy
confinement time the temperature will drop rapidly immediately following
the perturbation. Due to the feedback delay time -rd the amount of auxiliary
power supplied to the plasma will not be altered until a time rd later. The
evolution of auxiliary power associated with the stabilization of the positive
perturbations shown in Fig. 4.22 is given in Fig. 4.23.
For a negative temperature perturbation, as shown in Fig. 4.24, the
amount of alpha power deposited in the plasma immediately after the tem-
perature drop corresponds to the amount produced at the equilibrium and
thus it tends to increase the plasma temperature. Therefore, the alpha
particle thermalization time has a stabilizing effect on both positive and
negative temperature fluctuations.
Furthermore, the effect of the auxiliary power will not be seen until a
time -rd later and thus the temperature will decrease further after the alpha
particle thermalization effect is observed, as it is clearly seen for the case of
rd = 0.4 sec. The evolution of auxiliary power associated with the stabiliza-
tion of the negative perturbations shown in Fig. 4.24 is given in Fig. 4.25.
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The auxiliary power ramping required for stabilizing negative perturbations
should be compatible with the specifications of the auxiliary power system.
Large negative temperature deviations will require the supply of a large
amount of auxiliary power within a very short time interval. For example
note that a ramping of 20 MW/sec is required for stabilizing the 1.5 keV
fluctuation in 1.5 sec.
As Td increases the system becomes more and more underdamped and
eventually large oscillations develop and the system becomes unstable to
every fluctuation. Fig. 4.26 illustrates a simulation in which an attempt is
made to stabilize a 1.5 keV positive temperature fluctuation for -rd = 1.5sec
(large delay time) and for rd = 0.2sec (small delay time). Note that the
system characterized by the large feedback delay time can not be'stabilized.
In Fig. 4.27 the maximum temperature to be stabilized is plotted as
a function of -rd, for operation at Q = 72. In this case no temperature
deviation can be stabilized for rd > 1.5 sec.
The feedback system should be able to distinguish and filter all the
benign temperature fluctuations that a plasma experiences as well as the
noise introduced by the diagnostics. This is done by signal averaging. The
time over which the averaging is done is a component of the overall feedback
delay time rd. For example in order to filter the temperature perturbations
introduced by sawteeth the averaging must be done over a certain number
of sawteeth periods. However, since the exact period of sawteeth is not
known the system has to be designed so that it stabilizes over a wide range
of periods without violating the maximum limit on 7d. A complete study
of this phenomenon requires the development of a sawtooth model in the
context of one dimensional transport. Such a model is developed in chapter
6.
4.8 Conclusions
Auxiliary power modulation can be used for operating CIT. By supplying
auxiliary power to the plasma and appropriately modulating it he toka-
mak operating space can be mapped, the desired operating point can be
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Figure 4.25: Evolution of auxiliary power required to stabilize a 1.5 keV
negative temperature deviation for various values of -rd.
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reached, and control about the operating point can be achieved. It has
been estimated that stable operation is possible with Q - 65. Large de-
lay times result in a system resembling an underdamped oscillator as it
returns to equilibrium after a temperature fluctuation. Feedback systems
characterized by delay times in the order of 0.1 - 0.3 seconds can stabilize
temperature fluctuations of 1.5 keV at Q ~ 65. Benign temperature fluc-
tuations are filtered by signal averaging over a specified time period which
is compatible with the overall maximum feedback delay time.
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Chapter 5
Variational Formulation of the
Transport Equation
The importance of variational methods in the development of theoretical
physics, both classical and quantum (modern), has long been appreciated.
Extremal principles have given rise to the energy concept which forms the
basis for visualizing the behavior of complex mechanical systems. [47] For
example the equations of motion, and thus the behavior, of the system
shown in Fig. 5.1 can not be easily deduced from simple force displacement
considerations. However, by considering the energy (both kinetic and po-
tential) associated with the system the equations of motion can be deduced
in a straight forward manner by considering the extremal of a function
"the Lagrangian" which is related to macroscopic energy content of the
system. [48]
In addition to this conceptual advantage, extremal "variational" prin-
ciples can be effective in the construction of solutions to mechanical prob-
lems. In this case, the equations describing the behavior of the system are
known apriori and their solution, under certain constraints (boundary con-
ditions, and initial conditions), is obtained through the use of variational
principles.[49] In this thesis the variational formulation is used to obtain so-
lutions to the equations describing the transport of mass, energy, and flux in
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Figure 5.1: A typical mechanical system whose equations of motion are dif-
ficult to obtain by simply considering force balance relations. The equations
can be obtained easily by considering the Lagrangian of the system
a tokamak plasma. The primary motivation for using the variational formu-
lation to obtain solutions to the plasma transport equations is the decrease
in computer time over standard finite differencing techniques. In general,
a savings in execution time between a factor of 10-50 can be realized. As
a result one dimensional transport models may be incorporated in systems
codes enabling the investigation of profile effects in the various parametric
studies. Also such a fast transport model can be used as a between shot
diagnostic in existing and future tokamak experiments.
Since transport equations in general characterize dissipative systems, the
Lagrangian formulation of such a problem falls outside the "classical" range
of variational applications.[48,50] In general the Lagrangian formulation of
a dissipative system may be considered an extension of classical variational
calculus to non-self-adjoint problems. This extension is made possible by
applying the variational principle to the fluctuation alone.
In this chapter the variational formulation is presented in its generality.
First, a brief review of the variational procedure, by which solutions to a
certain set of equations can be obtained, is presented in section 5.1. Second,
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in section 5.2 the theory behind the variational formulation for dissipative
(non-self-adjoint) systems is reviewed. Third, the variational formulation
of the heat equation including both non-linear thermal conductivity and
convective terms is presented in section 5.3, and solutions obtained by the
variational methods are compared to "exact" solutions in section 5.5. Fi-
nally, in section 5.6 the variational formulation for a system of N transport
equations is presented.
5.1 Variational formulation: General Re-
marks
The equations describing the behavior of a physical system are put in the
variational form by introducing the integral
L dx (5.1)
where L, the Lagrangian density, is a function of functions (51] of the basic
system parameters (i.e. space and time), and the generalized coordinates
(i.e. dependent variables) al, - - - , an.
L = L (aj; f(x, t)) (j = 1, .. ,n) (5.2)
where f(x, t) is the function characterising the system.
In general, the solution of physical problems via the variational formu-
lation is a three step process. First, the functional L "Lagrangian" must be
found whose first variation, SL, yields the equation(s) describing the system
as its "Euler equation". Second, a set of functions characterizing the solu-
tion must be determined. These "trial functions", which are given in terms
of certain number of undetermined coefficients, the generalized coordinates,
al, * a., are in turn substituted into the functional L. Third, by taking
the variations
.71L= 0 (U = 1, --,n) (5.3)
Saj
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a set of equations (differential or algebraic) are derived whose solution gives
the values of a, required for making the Lagrangian stationary.[47,49] Once
the third step has been completed the solution is found by substituting the
values of aj into the assumed trial functions.
In section 5.3, the variational formulation of the heat equation will be
obtained by following the above three steps.
5.2 Lagrangian Formulation of Dissipative
Systems
It is known from studies of classical thermodynamics that entropy produc-
tion gives a measure of the approach to equilibrium of physical systems ex-
cibiting reversible processes.[52] It is then important to investigate whether
there is any function which for the case of dissipative systems could corre-
spond to the role that the Lagrangian function plays in the development of
classical and quantum mechanics.
It has been shown that for dissipative systems there exists the quantity
d = FjdQj dV < 0 (5.4)
which holds during the time evolution of the system without reference to
the relation between the forces F and the fluxes Q,. [53,54] The inequality
given by Eq. (5.4) is so general that it has been called a universal evolution
criterion valid throughout the whole range of macroscopic physics.[55] In
general the function 4 is called the "local potential". This local potential
if it exists for the physical system under investigation is equivalent to the
Lagrangian used in classical mechanics. By investigating the simple heat
equation it is shown that there is a function corresponding to the heat
equation which corresponds to Eq. (5.4).
The simple heat conduction equation of fixed density normalized to one
is given by
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OT _ q3OT - - (5.5)
with q3 representing the heat flux, and where c.,, is the specific heat.
By considering the domain of solutions of Eq. (5.5) within a volume V
with a boundary surface S, the families of temperature distributions of the
form
T = T(x, t) + ST(x, t) (5.6)
where I is the appropriate macroscopic temperature distribution and where
ST are small variations around the macroscopic distribution represent the
solution of Eq. (5.5). For the Fourier law
8T
qj = -n(T)a (5.7)
axj
the thermal conductivity n may be written as
r.(T) = n(T + 8T) = R + 6n (5.8)
and similarly the specific heat may be written as
C' = ; . + Sc- (5.9)
By multiplying Eq. (5.5) by -ST and by substituting Eq. (5.7) it follows
that
(8T &(ST)\ & OT\
C1 -- + &t) ST = 8- ST (5.10)
at t ax j
which reduces to
OST OT 0 ( &T OT OST
-co-ST = c ST - -- r--ST + K (5.11)at at a: axa 3Z -5xa
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and which is equivalent to
1 0(6T)2 06 1 a OT 6 + n OT afT
2 ot (1 cvr the lm V, utXsin
Integrating Eq. (5.12) over the volume V results in
+ 0 /8TdVdV =ST +
_ f rT 8T dST
s C,, 9xj
and by Integrating Eq. (5.13) over time the following results
ff Is& 2 c, ( 0Ta\j + ( C, ) ]dd
f 
. o9T ST dS dtft s C, axj (5.14)
Since the left hand side term of the above equation is negative definite, the
right hand side is always less than or equal to zero. Assuming that ST < t
and subsituting Eq. (5.8) into the right hand side of Eq. (5.14) gives to the
first order
ft+ [a2 ('8T al ~ ] d rrt- OT[ ST±K +ST~ j dV dt-ST dS dt < 0 (5.15)
If the temperature is specified on the boundary S (i.e. if ST = 0 on the
boundary) or if the fluxes across the boundary are zero the surface integral
in Eq. (5.15) vanishes. Therefore the variation
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(5.12)
(5.13)
f )22 v (ST dV
Bia (ST\8T1
-ST + Ra dVdt < 0 (5.16)
is always less than zero, and it is equal to zero when the temperature
distribution corresponding to ! is reached.
Similar arguments can be developed even if the time integration of
Eq. (5.13) is not performed. In that case the quantity
Lo 1.2 8 (ST OT1
-t6T+ R a (' ' dV (5.17)
V It 5T5 c. 19xj
can be positive or negative but it becomes zero when the temperature cor-
responding to the macroscopic distribution t is reached. Therefore, the
achievement of the macroscopic distribution t can be characterized by the
extremum condition
SLC(T, T) 0 (5.18)
ST i
with the subsidiary condition
T=T (5.19)
The functional C is given by
j [T (-T) + 1 dV (5.20)fV t 2i , Z)]
where for simplicity it has been assumed that the specific heat c' is inde-
pendent of temperature, T.
The functional C will henceforth be called the Lagrangian of the sys-
tem. The optimization operation indicated by Eq. (5.18) shows that the
functional C has as its Euler-Langrange equation the original heat transport
equation (5.5). A detailed proof of this point is given in the next section
for a specific example.
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5.3 Variational formulation of the heat equa-
tion
In order to gain insight into the workings of the variational formulation,
and appreciation of its power in finding solutions to the diffusion problem,
various simple examples are presented.
The heat transport equation, in cylindrical geometry of unit radius and
of normalized constant density, is given by
&T(p, t) _1 8 [( t T(p, t)_ TT± 1  5laT~ -t)=1ap n(T,p,t)aT t --v(T,p,t)T(p,t) (5.21)Ot p Ip Op
+ S(T, p, t)
=T(O)t)  0 (5.22)
op
T(1, t) = 0 (5.23)
T(p,0) = f(p) (5.24)
Note that Eq. (5.21) is, in general, non-linear since the thermal conductivity,
n, the convective velocity, v, and the source term, S have been written as
functions of temperature, T, space, p, and time t.
For the above problem the Lagrangian L is given by
I LdA (5.25)
where the integration is over the cross sectional area of the cylinder, and
the Lagrangian density L is defined by
87T 1. 8T 2T
T --ST--+-- I (5.26)
at 2 op I
where the quantity I in the last term of Eq. (5.26) is given by
T
I :- S dT (5.27)
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where Tis the macroscopic temperature. Therefore, the Lagrangian Z be-
comes
= I P(dpdo T--+- I ) t--1 (5.28)0 & 15 2 Tp Tp
In the above equation it is assumed, following the formulation presented
in section 5.2, that the temperature distribution T is made up of the ap-
propriate macroscopic temperature distribution T, plus small variations of
the temperature, 8T, about the distribution T [50]
T = T(p, t) + ST(p, t) (5.29)
The thermal conductivity, ., and the convective velocity, v, in Eq. (5.28),
are arbitrary functions of temperature and are evaluated at the macroscopic
temperature t so they are appropriately labeled R, and V.
The Lagrangian C is thus a function of both the total temperature T
and the macroscopic temperature t. The crucial feature to note is that in
taking the variations of C the quantities accented with a (-) are not subject
to variation. The first variation of Eq. (5.28) gives
aT &T (ST) (ST)SL=2r ST -+ R- - pdp (5.30)
ap ap ap
where by assuming poloidal symmetry the integration over the poloidal
angle has been performed. Since the relation between ST and (ST)/&p is
not known, a simple integration by parts of the second and third terms in
the right hand side of Eq. (5.30) yields
S = I[a - - aT +1 -(p ) - S STpdp(5.31)
0 t p ap ap p dp
&T 1 - 1
+ p R-ST - p T ST
Tp o 10
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Where the factor of 27r, being a constant, has been neglected from the above
equation.
From Eq. (5.23) it is seen that the value of the temperature, T, at the
boundary of the cylinder (p = 1) has been specified (i.e. ST(1, t) = 0).
Therefore the last two terms in Eq. (5.31) are equal to zero. Now that the
variation has been calculated, set T = = v, x = R, and Eq. (5.31)
becomes
aT= [ 1 - -) + 1 -(pvT) -s ST pdp (5.32)
0 t & P p (9p P OP
Thus, in order for L to be stationary (i.e. 8f = 0) for arbitrary variations,
ST, it is necessary that the quantity within the square brackets in Eq. (5.32)
must vanish. Therefore, the necessary and sufficient condition [47] for the
vanishing of 8,C under arbitrary ST variations is that T satisfies the original
equation (5.21). Therefore, the function T which makes the Lagrangian
stationary (i.e. S = 0) is also a solution to the original equation. It
has thus been shown that the "Euler equation" of the Lagrangian given by
Eq. (5.28) is the equation characterizing the system under investigation.
The next step in the variational formulation requires the introduction
of the trial function. Such a trial function must be capable of representing,
or approximati'ng, the solution of the differential equation. For the heat
transport problem under investigation (Eqs. (5.21, - 5.24)) a function which
models a wide variety of profiles is
T = TO(1 - p2 ) exp [Ckp2 + a 2 p (5.33)
The coefficients, TO(t), a,(t), and a 2(t), characterize the solution, and they
are to be determined as a function of time. Fig. 5.2 demonstrates the
flexibility provided by Eq. (5.33) in modeling profile shapes. Note that
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Figure 5.2: Profile shapes obtained for various values of the parameters ai,
and a 2 . Note that profile shapes ranging from peaked to flat to hollow can
be produced with the trial function Eq. (5.33).
steep, flat, and hollow profiles can be modeled by appropriately choosing
the parameters a,, and a 2.
In accordance with the variational principle the function T in Eq. (5.28)
is written as
S= 0(1 - p2) eXp [&,P2 + &2p4 (5.34)
When computing the Euler-Langrange equations the parameters To, a1,
and a 2 are varied while To, a,, and a2 are held fixed. After the variation
one sets to = To, &1 = a 1 , and a2 = a 2. Specifically by substituting the
trial function Eqs. (5.33, 5.34) into Eq. (5.28) the extremum of L in the
(To, al, a 2 ) space is found by taking the derivatives
8a(T, T) 0 (5.35)
&(T,=T) 
= 0 (5.36)
cil T
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O4(T,T) 
subject to the subsidiary conditions
o =To
&2 = a 2
Equations (5.35 - 5.37) take the form
11 [OT T0 5 T-0t iEW
IT - I
+ T Op 8T 
- (')] pdp
vT 0 ppO
[S (I)] pdp=0
fl [OT IT0 5a,5t
OT 0 (T )
+Op Op a1
-vT0 (0a2) p dp
[S (IT)] pdp=O0
TOa (IT)
+ p p 002 /
-vT (IT)J pdp
-vTP 5\a 2
101 [S ()T p)dp=O0
Using the chain rule, the time derivative of T becomes
OT
Ot
OT dTa
To d- I
IT da,
+a1cdt
where for the trial functions under consideration
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(5.37)
(5.38)
(5.39)
(5.40)
- 11 (5.41)
-
J
fI [ IT T
(5.42)
(5.43)
OT da 2
+ X2 dt
(5.44)
8T _T
- T (5.45)49TO TO
T T 2 (5.46)
O = T 4 (5.47)
Finally, the equations to be solved can be written in the matrix form
U=A R (5.48)
Note that we have adapted the convention that the dot-operator (') denotes
differentiation with respect to time. In Eq. (5.48), U is a column vector with
components,
U = I (5.49)
A is a 3 x 3 symmetric matrix,
[All A1 2 A 13 ]
A= A12 A22 A23 (5.50)
A13 A23 A33
whose elements are given by
Al = 1 2p d p (5.51)
A12 = - T 2 p 3dp (5.52)
A13 = T 2 p5 dp (5.53)
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A22 = jT 2 ps dp (5.54)
A23 = jT2P7dp (5.55)
A33 = T2 p9dp (5.56)
Note that the elements Aj are independent of the phenomenological coef-
ficients r., and v, as well as of the source term S. The dependance on n, v,
and S is incorporated into the elements of the column vector F
R= R2 (5.57)
R3
where for a trial function of the form given by Eq. (5.33) the elements of 1
are
1 1 T 2 IT
R1 = - (+ vT- + ST pdp (5.58)
TO fo ap c8p
R2 = [_.OT " (P2T) +vT -(p2T) + ST p2 pdp(5.59)
0 , P 7P p Ip
R3 = [_naT 6 (p4 T) + vT - (p4T) + S T p4 pdp(5.60)
0 . P P 7p 1
Therefore, Eq. (5.48) represents a system of coupled non-linear ordi-
nary differential equations in time. The variational formulation has thus
converted the original partial differential equation in (p,t) to a system of
ordinary differential equations in t. Consequently, the system represented
by Eq. (5.48) is less complex, and as we shall see this method is faster than
the solution of difference equations required to approximate the partial dif-
ferential equation.
In the next section we evaluate the validity of the variational formula-
tion, in terms of accuracy, relative to solutions obtained by analytic means,
and in terms of accuracy and speed, relative to solutions obtained by finite
differencing.
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5.4 Generalized Boundary Conditions
If the solution of Eq. (5.21) is desired with non zero (constant or time
dependent) edge boudary condition i.e. if Eq. (5.23) has the form
T(1, t) = Ti(t) (5.61)
the Lagrangian given by Eq. (5.28) has to be modified in order to appropri-
ately represent this situation. The alternate variational formulation which
takes into account this boundary condition is
Ic= Ipdp e +-T- - I
10 IT t 2 iOp ap
-pr -T + piTT (5.62)
Tp P= 1P=1I
The Lagrangian given by Eq. (5.62) contains the "natural boundary con-
dition" of the system,[4] and it has the advantage of allowing trial functions
to be substituted that do not satisfy the boundary condition Eq. (5.61).
The trial function, Eq. (5.33), can incorporate the non-zero boundary
condition Eq. (5.61) with the following modification
T = To(1 - yp 2 ) exp [aIp2 + a2P] (5.63)
where - is given by
T1(t)S=1 - T,()(5.64)
To exp [a, + a2]
The remaining analysis for the formulation of the problem proceeds exacly
as the case with zero boundary conditions presented in section 5.3. The
only difference is the addition of the two new boundary terms and the
incorporation of the parameter - in the formulation.
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5.5 Test problems
By assuming various forms for the thermal conductivity rc, the convective
velocity v, the source term S, both analytic and/or numerical (finite dif-
ferencing) solutions of Eqs. (5.21 - 5.24) are obtained and the results are
compared with solutions obtained via the variational formulation. First, so-
lutions to a single transport equation are investigated under various forms
of the phenomenological coefficients n, and v. Next, the variational procee-
dure is generalized to include several dependent variables and solutions to
a coupled set of equations is presented.
The values of the various parameters used in this section are given in
arbitrary units since we are interested only in comparing the performance
of the variational formulation, and not in extracting specific physical infor-
mation from the results.
5.5.1 Linear Problem
By assuming n = no = const., v = 0, and S = AT (where A = const.),
the analytic solution of Eqs. (5.21 - 5.24) is obtained in terms of the Bessel
functions
T(p, t) = 2 exp [(A - vj o)t] pf(p) Jo(vwp) dp (5.65)
where J, is the Bessel function of order p, and where vj are the zeros of Jo
i.e. Jo(v1 ) = 0.
In comparing the variational with the analytic results, both the time
behavior of the peak temperature, To, and the profile shapes will be consid-
ered. For n = 0.5, and A = 1.0 the time evolution of the peak temperature
To, and the profile shapes at time t = 0.5 are shown in Fig. 5.3. Note that
both the time evolution of the peak temperature, and the profiles obtained
by the analytic and variational methods are in excellent agreement.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the results obtained from the variational and the
exact solution of a linear problem. Note that the time evolution of the peak
temperature, shown in (a), is in excellent agreement for the two methods.
In (b) the profiles are compared at time t = 0.5
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5.5.2 Linear problem with convection
Here, the effectiveness of the variational formulation is evaluated for non-
zero convection velocity. By taking n = 0.5 v = vo p (where vo = 0.5),
and S = 0 the time evolution of the peak temperature, To, and the profiles
at time t = 0.5 are shown in Fig. 5.4. Note that even in the case of con-
vection the solution obtained via the variational formulation is in excellent
agreement with the analytic solution.
5.5.3 Non-Linear problem with heat pulse
By assuming v = 0 and by considering a thermal diffusivity of the form
K = 0.5 exp[p 2 ] (5.66)
with a source term given by
Cl
S = T) + P(p, t) (5.67)(T + T1)
the performance of the variational formulation of the transport problem
Eq. (5.21) is investigated. Since the variational formulation is developed
for obtaining solutions to the plasma transport equations, the form of the
source term S, Eq. (5.67) has been purposly chosen to model the 1/T3/2
dependence of the plasma ohmic heating term. Ti in Eq. (5.67) is some
number different from zero in order to avoid the situation at which the
source term S becomes infinite at the plasma edge. The term P(p, t) in
Eq. (5.67) is used to simulate a heat pulse of the form.
0 if t < tj
P= Po exp 1 if tj < t _ t2  (5.68)
0 if t > t 2
In a physical situation, the term P could represent the heating of a plasma
due to externally applied RF or neutral beam heating. For po = 0, o- = 0.5,
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the results obtained from the variational and
the finite differencing formulation of a linear problem with convection. Note
that the time evolution of the peak temperature, shown in (a), is in excellent
agreement for the two methods. In (b) the profiles are compared at time
t = 0.5
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Table 5.1: Comparison of execution times on a VAX computer for the
variational and finite differencing methods for the non-linear problem with
heat pulse
C1 = 1.0, T1 = 0.5, and Po = 2.0 the results for both the variational and
the finite differencing formulation (exact) is shown in Fig. 5.5. The profiles
are compared at two different times during the evolution. Note that good
agreement exists between the variational solution and the finite differencing
solution. In table 5.1 the execution time for the variational formulation is
compared to the the time taken by the IMSL routine DPDES to obtain
the solution for the same number of time steps. The calculations were
performed on a VAX 3800 computer system. Note the factor of 10 gain
in computer time of the variational formulation over the finite differencing
scheme for the usual 40 grid points used in most applications. Note also that
the CPU times for the two methods are comparable when the differencing
routine is employed with 5 radial grid points. The radial profiles obtained
via the variational and the 5 radial grid finite differencing methods are
compared in Fig. 5.6. Note that interpolation is required in order to extract
the complete solution and thus the 5 radial grid point finite differencing
method does not provide adequate resolution.
5.5.4 Coupled equations.
Since our goal is to apply the variational formulation to realistic plasma
transport equations it is important to generalize the method to include
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Method Time (sec.)
Variational 5.10
Differencing 40 grid points 47.95
Differencing 30 grid points 32.57
Differencing 20 grid points 19.59
Differencing 10 grid points 9.94
Differencing 5 grid points 5.13
0 2 4 6 8 10
time
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the results obtained from the variational and
the finite differencing formulation of the non-linear problem characterized
by a centrally peaked heat pulse. Note that the time evolution of the peak
temperature, shown in (a), is in excellent agreement for the two methods.
In (b), and (c), the profiles are compared at times t = 3.5 and t = 7.5
respectively and there appears to be excellent agreement between the two
methods.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the profile obtained by a five radial grid point
finite differencing method and the variational formulation.
coupled transport
ered
aT.(0,t)
T.(1, t)
T.(p, 0)
aT.82
aTi(0, t)
Op
T(1, t)
Ti (p, 0)
equations. The following system of equations is consid-
1 p
p ap
=0
=0
= fe(p)
p ap
=0
=0
= fi(p)
[i(T.,Ti, Pt) ] + S.(TTi,p,t)
T- I+ Si(T., Ti, p, t)
ap.
(5.69)
(5.70)
(5.71)
(5.72)
(5.73)
(5.74)
(5.75)
(5.76)
Following the formalism presented in section 5.3 the Lagrangian of the
above system of equations is
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time=2.90
Variational
Exact ~
- -
I- 0.60
0.40
0.20
W
ni (T., Tip, t)
pdp of + 1-;( I.]IT- 5 02 a
+ 0 pdp T + I2
)2]
OT
T.
I. f SdT. (5.79)
Ita Si dT (5.80)
Ti
By assuming trial functions of the form given by Eq. (5.33) for T., and
Ti
T.= T.o(1 - p2) exp [ip2 + 2p4] (5.81)
T= Tio(1 p2) eXp[3P 2 + 2p4 (5.82)
the equations to be solved can be written in matrix form
V = M X (5.83)
where V is a column vector with components
V
Teo
&2
.. 2
(5.84)
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where
(5.77)
(5.78)
M is a 6 x 6 matrix,
All A12 A13  0 0 0
A12 A22 A23  0 0 0
A13 A23 A33 0 0 0
M= 0 0 0 Bi1 B12 B 13  (5.85)
0 0 0 B 12 B 22 B 23
0 0 0 B 13 B 23 B33
In the above matrix the elements labeled Aij correspond to T,, and the
elements labeled Bi, correspond to T, and are given by
All T' p dp (5.86)
T.'2
A12 = T2 P3dp (5.87)60
A 13 = T. p' dp (5.88)
T. .
A22 = fTp5dp (5.89)
A23 = T| p7 dp (5.90)
A3 3 = T p9 dp (5.91)
Bi1 = T2 p dp (5.92)
B 12 = Ti p dp (5.93)Tio
B 13 = -f T p dp (5.94)
TO .
B 22 = jT p' dp (5.95)
B23 = T~pidp (5.96)
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B. = jT2 pdp
The elements of the column vector X are
X 1 = (-T)2 + SeT. pdp
-. [ (p2 T) + S.T P2] pdp
X3 = -e. p . + S. T. P4 p dp
X 4 = -+ S T pdp
X5 = 1 -I.
X6 = -[ .
p 2 T) + S"T p2 p dp
(p 4T) + S, T4 p dp
(5.97)
(5.98)
(5.99)
(5.100)
(5.101)
(5.102)
(5.103)
By assuming
K. = 0.l exp[p 2]
Kj = 0.5 exp~p 2]
(5.104)
(5.105)
(5.106)
(5.107)
S~e = 1 - +5.0 - i-(T + 2.0)'s5 (Te. + 2.0)"
Si = -5.0 T T.(T, + 2.0)1,5
the variational solution of Eqs. (5.69, 5.73) is compared, in Fig. 5.7, to
the "exact" solution obtained by finite differencing. The time evolution of
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Table 5.2: Comparison of execution times on a VAX computer for the
variational and finite differencing methods for the problem of coupled non-
lineal transport equations.
the central values of T., and T is shown in Fig. 5.7 (a), (b) respectively.
Comparisons of the profiles for T, and Ti at time t = 1.0 are shown in
Fig 5.7 (c), and (d). Table 5.2 shows approximate execution times, on a
VAX 3800 computer system, for the variational formulation and for the
finite differencing method.
5.6 Variational Formulation of a General
System of Transport Equations.
Having developed and tested the variational formulation for a single trans-
port equation, and for a system of two coupled transport equations the
generalization of the formulation to an arbitrary number of transport equa-
tions is presented below.
The general one dimensional transport equation in cylindrical geometry
is given by
CU - = p D± + S, (5.108)
kt p ap ( p
where U are the thermodynamic variables such as temperature, density,
flux, etc. The parameters c3 are various weight factors, D1 are the trans-
port coefficients, and S1 are the sources and sinks.
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Method Time (sec.)
Variational 5.71
Differencing 40 grid points 39.27
Differencing 30 grid points 28.16
Differencing 20 grid points 21.37
Differencing 10 grid points 9.18
Differencing 5 grid points 6.06
0.5 1.0
time
1.5 2.0
0.10
0.09
0. 0
Variational
Exact
.-
0.0
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-~ 0.03f
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p
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
p
Figure 5.7: Comparison of the results obtained from the variational and the
finite differencing formulation of a system of two coupled non-linear heat
equations. The time evolution of the temperature for the two species is
shown in (a), and (b). In (c), and (d) the profiles at time t=1.0 for the two
species are compared.
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Ci = c(U1, U2, - --, p) (5.109)
Djk = D1.(U, U2 ,- - , p) (5.110)
Sj = S(U1, U2,- - ,p) (5.111)
The initial and boundary conditions have the form
U (p, 0) = Ujo Initial Condition
'9(0, t) 0 Regularity at p = 0 (5.112)
U(l, t) = Uj Boundary condition at the edge
The Lagrangian of Eq. (5.108) is given by
S= zJ'pdp[N + ZD -i2ak W.
30 p Lp1ja k apa
-Pfka ' U1 (5.113)
where in the usual fashion the functions Uy are set equal to U after the
variation. The parameters Nj, and W are given by
N, = Nl(U 1 , 2 ,- ," 1 , U, 3 1, - -- ,Ip) (5.114)
W17 = W1(U 1 ,U2 , - - - ,U C- 1 , U, Uj+1,- , p) (5.115)
Note that only U is to be varied in Eqs. (5.114, 5.115). By taking the first
variation of Eq. (5.113), and setting it equal to zero, the j t1h component
becomes
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- P(D = 0 (5.116)
aU3 at pop kp
By requiring Onsager symmetry for the matrix D (i.e. Dik = D1,), and by
defining
N1 = cj (U1 U , p) dU j' # j (5.117)
/Uj-Wj = j Si(U U , p) dU j'#j (5.118)
the first variation of Eq. (5.113) yields the original equation as its Euler
equation.
The Lagrangian can now be written in the matrix form
i1d -[N fk+ 1 (TU) 2p= ] + Dfo 8 2 ap op
-p -- - DU = 1 (5.119)
where I is the identity column vector.
5.7 Conclusion
The method by which variational techniques can be used to obtain solutions
to the transport equations has been developed in this chapter. The accu-
racy of the variational formulationa has been investigated in the cases for
which analytic solutions exist. Also, the variational formulation was tested
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for accuracy and speed of execution for a single non-linear equation and
for a problem of coupled non-linear equations. It is shown that accurate
solutions can be obtained by employing the variational formulation with a
decrease by an order of magnitude in the required computer execution time.
Further reduction in the execution time can be obtained by optimizing the
computation. This optimization can be obtained by precalculating certain
frequently used quantities and integrals, as well as by optimizing the matrix
inversion algorithm.
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Chapter 6
Variational Solutions of the
Plasma Transport Equations
6.1 Introduction
Since the first successful measurements of the spatial profiles for the electron
density and temperature in the T-3 Tokamak [56] many computer models
have been developed for predicting and understanding Tokamak plasma
transport. Presently, some of the most widely used Tokamak transport
computer models are: TSC [57], developed at Princeton University, BAL-
DUR [58], also developed at Princeton, WHIST [59], developed at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, and TRANSP [60]. Furthermore, more codes
are developed at other laboratories mainly for the purpose of addressing
specific transport questions.
In general, a Tokamak transport model can be characterized as Predic-
tive [61], Comparative or both. A Predictive model is based on existing
plasma theory, and it is used in order to predict the behavior of machines
during their design stage or to predict the effect of a certain mode of opera-
tion (auxiliary heating, fueling, alpha particle effects, etc.) during machine
operation. Such a model can also serve as a test of the underlying plasma
theory by comparing its predictions to existing experimental data. A Com-
parative tokamak computer model is one whose primary goal is to compare
various theoretical or empirical transport models to the experimental data.
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Developing a complete transport model and implementing it on the
computer requires extensive effort. For this reason scientists wishing to
perform transport calculations resort to one of the transport models men-
tioned above. These models are based on standard computational schemes
and provide good spatial and temporal resolution. However, they are very
computationally intensive requiring long computer time for evolving the
solution.
On chapter 2 various plasma transport models were developed. The vol-
ume averaged (0-D) model was in turn used in chapter 3 and chapter 4 in
order to investigate ignition and burn control characteristics of tokamaks.
The O-D model is in general easy to develop and use. The computer time
required for obtaining results from a O-D model is very short enabling para-
metric studies to be performed. However a O-D model has many limitations
with the primary problem being the inability to investigate profile effects.
Ideally therefore it is desirable to obtain a plasma transport model which
incorporates the profile effects which are absent from the O-D formulation
and which is fast to execute on a computer.
As it is shown in chapter 5 the variational formalism can be used in order
to solve the transport equations with a significant savings in computation
time, while retaining high accuracy. Therefore by using the formulation
developed on chapter 5 it is possible to develop a complete plasma transport
model which incorporates the desirable aspects of both the O-D and the
standard 1-D formalisms. In particular such a model gives accurate results
very fast.
In this chapter a complete variational plasma transport model is devel-
oped.
6.2 Variational Formulation of the Plasma
Transport Equations
The variational techniques developed and tested in chapter 5 are now used in
order to obtain solutions to the plasma transport equations. The equations
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to be formulated variationally and solved is the set deduced from the fast
equilibration approximation Eqs. (2.153 - 2.157, and 2.159). The equations
are again listed here for convenience.
1 a V' D(.r- + vdnd + (Sa)
V, ApV' (D +vtnt + (Snt)
V' p +(
(n, + ni)T
T.
ne
ni
(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)
aV' Dm 8!m + vimpnimp + (S(imp)) (6.4)
- 1 V'p k /
I a V1 a T 5\
18 ' (nexe + nXj) + Tr)] (6.5)
+(SEe) + (SEi)
= T+T 1  (6.6)
F(p) r 0 [V(Pr VP|2 )2
(1/R2) V(p) y p IF(p) R2
+ (,f t j)(6.7)(1/R 2 )F(p)
= nd + nt + 2n, + Zimpnimp (6.8)
= nd+ nt+ n. +nimp (6.9)
Where (Q) denotes the flux surface average of Q, and where the T is given
by Eq. (2.152). The initial and boundary conditions for the above equations
may be written in the general form
U(p, 0) = Uo(p)
U(0, t) regular
U(1, t) = (t)
Initial Condition
Boundary Condition at the Origin
Boundary Condition at the Edge
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(6.10)
where U can be any of the dependent variables being evolved (i.e. U =
nd nt, n.,nim,, T, V).
6.2.1 Lagrangian Formulation
Following the procedure developed in chapter 5 the Lagrangian of Eqs. (6.1
- 6.5, and 6.7) may be written as
1 -,0 T51 B Cy a B
r= V1d[T --- + ) . () -r- -- -W -]fo 8t 2 P &pOP
ap D = + /U r u P=1
SI iS
Note that in this variational principle the last two terms contain the
"natural boundary conditions" of the system. [41 This formulation allows
for trial functions to be substituted whose variation does not vanish at the
plasma edge (see section 5.4 for a discussion of this issue).
The vector N is given by
Tnt
n = (6.12)
nimp
3(fi. + fit)T
The column vectors 60/t and &C/&p denote the time and space deriva-
tive of 0 and are given by
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at
880
- (6.13)
at
8T0
a- = (6.14)
opaT
ak
, p
The matrix D is diagonal and is given by
Dd 0 0 0 0 0
0 Dt 0 0 0 0
0 0 Dc 0 0 0
D= 0 0 0 Dimp 0 0 (6.15)
0 0 0 0 n.x.+njxj 0
0 0 0 0 0 Do
where D, = ri(IVp 2 /R 2)/F(p). Iis simply a vector whose elements are
equal to one (unit column vector).
The third term on the right hand side of Eq. (6.11) represents the various
convective terms of the transport equations. The convective particle fluxes
Il are included as the diagonal elements of the matrix r
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r=4
Vdnad
0
0
0
0
0
0
vtnft
0
0
0
0
0
0
vcn,
0
0
0
0
0
0
vimpnimp
0
0
0
0
0
0
0T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(6.16)
here, rT represents the total convective heat flux and is given by
rT = (nfv, + nivi)T (6.17)
The sources and sinks for energy and mass are included in the elements
of the vector W, which is given by
W
W2
W3
W 4
w5
W6
W7
(6.18)
where the elements W are of the form
WI= (S) dnd
W 2
W 4
WT5
= (S) dn,
dn.
= J(S.) dn
= (Simp) dnim,
= I ((SE.) + (SEi) dnT
(6.19)
(6.20)
(6.21)
(6.22)
(6.23)
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3 20We = T2 (n. +ni) (6.24)
W7 = dO (6.25)
J (l/R 2 )F(p)
6.2.2 Trial Functions
Once the Lagrangian is determined the next fundamental problem in the
variational formulation is the choice of an appropriate trial function. In
general, a trial function must be capable of representing the actual solution
of the equations to be solved, and it is desired that it must be of a simple
mathematical form.
For a tokamak plasma the dependent variables (n, T, ?P) may be accu-
rately represented by a trial function of the form
U = Uo(1 - -y p2 ) exp [ap2 + '3p41 (6.26)
The parameters Uo, a, and 0 (the variational parameters) characterize
the overall shape of the profiles. In particular, U0 determines the central
value of U, and a, 0 (the shape parameters) characterize the profile shape.
This type of trial function is very flexible and can represent a wide variety
of profiles by suitably choosing the values of the shape parameters a, and
,3. Its flexibility was investigated in chapter 5 and is shown in Fig 5.2.
Since the variation SU of the trial function given by Eq. (6.26) does not
vanish at the plasma edge (p = 1), an exact variational formulation requires
a Lagrangian of the form given by Eq. (6.11) which includes the natural
boundary conditions.
The parameter -y in Eq. (6.26) is related to the outer, (p = 1), boundary
condition. In general with this type of trial function it is possible to model
both fixed and floating edge values. In this analysis, a floating edge value
is one which is related to the evolving variables. For example, a simple
model with floating edge values is one which requires that the edge value
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is some fraction of the central value. Also, as a floating edge value can
be characterized the case which determines the boundary conditions from
some kind of plasma edge model.
For the case of floating edge values (U(1, t) = UI(t)) the parameter -y
becomes
7=1 U1(t)
-Y = 1 - U,()(6.27)
Uo exp[a +(
Similarly, for for fixed edge values y becomes
U'
U =e1 --1](6.28)
UO exp~a + #
Another trial function, similar to the one given by Eq. (6.26), is
U = (UO - U~d,,6)( - p2 ) exp [aip2 + a 2 p'] + Udg, (6.29)
Where U,dg. corresponds to the value of U at p = 1. With this trial func-
tion the variation SU at the plasma edge is zero and thus the appropriate
Lagrangian is given by Eq. (6.11) without the last two surface terms labeled
S1, and S2 .
The two trial functions represented by Eqs. (6.26, 6.29), when used with
the appropriate Lagrangians, are equivalent in their effectiveness of repre-
senting the solution. The formulation presented in this analysis assumes
trial functions of the form given by Eq. (6.26) with the Lagrangian given
by Eq. (6.11). This choice allows for a more compact presentation of the
results to follow.
Explicitly , the trial functions used for the various thermodynamic vari-
ables are
nd = no(1 - -yd p') exp [adp2 + dP1 (6.30)
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nt = nto(1 - -y p2) exp atp2 + tp] (6.31)
n. = nfO(1 -Y.p2) exp ap2 +p.p4 (6.32)
ni-p = nimpo( - _Yt P2) exp [Cximpp2 + '3mp4] (6.33)
T = To(1 - yT p2 ) exp [a p2 + p4] (6.34)
p= Vo(1 - p 2 ) exp [ap2 + OOp4] (6.35)
Similarly, the trial functions for the quantities accented with a () (i.e.
the functions which are not subject to variations) are given by
fi = o(1 - Yd p2 )expadP2 + dp4 (6.36)
fie = fio(1 - It p2 ) exp atp2 + p4 (6.37)
ii = iio(1 - .p 2 )exp P2 + /.p4] (6.38)
Timn = impO(1 - -irmp P2 ) exp [&mp2 + 4,mp4 (6.39)
T = o(1-yT p2) expTp2 + Tp4 (6.40)
= o(l - y7, p 2) exp [FV2 + /Op4] (6.41)
In summary, the variational parameters are;
ndO, ad, 3d For the Deuterium
nto, at, e For the Tritium
nO, aa, 3 . For the Alpha Particles
(6.42)
nimpo, aimp, imp For the Impurities
TU, aT, OT For the Temperature
00, a0, 1 4. For the Magnetic Flux
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6.2.3 System of ODE's to be Solved
Having developed the Lagrangian for the equations to be solved and the
trial functions which will represent the solution, the next step is to deter-
mine the values of the variational parameters which make the Lagrangian
£ stationary. As it has been shown in chapter 5 these values when substi-
tuted in the trial functions give the best possible solutions to the plasma
transport equations. By using the convention that j represents all the vari-
ational parameters, the stationary value of the Lagrangian is obtained by
setting
= 0 (6.43)
subject to the subsidiary conditions
(6.44)
By performing the operation indicated by Eq. (6.43) for each of the
variational parameters it is found that the problem can be put in the matrix
form
s =M -R (6.45)
where ( denotes the time derivative of the variational parameters
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hdo
ad
to
'0
T
69T
14T
(6.46)
M is a 18 x 18 codiagonal matrix which may be written in the compact
form
Ad [0]
[0] At
[0] [0]
[0] [0]
[0] [0]
[0] [0]
[0]
[0]
A.
[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]
Aimp
[01
[0]
[01
[0]
[0]
[0]
AT
[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]
[0]
A, .
(6.47)
where each of the elements Ai is a 3 x 3 symmetric matrix. The elements
[0] denote 3 x 3 matrices whose elements are zero.
The elements of Ad are related to the deuterium equation and are given
by
Ad=4A
,Kd= Ad12
Ad13
Ad12
Ad22
Ad23
A4d 3 1
Ad23
Ad33 
.
(6.48)
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A&,
Ad12
Ad13
Ad22
Ad23
Adi
The elements of the matrix
given by
- V'n2 dp (6.49)
n2 d
dO 0
- jV'p n dp (6.50)
1 vf42d
- fV'p n dp (6.51)
S 1 V'p4 n2 dp (6.52)
= V'p n dp (6.53)
= j V'p8 ni dp (6.54)
At are related to the tritium equation and are
[Aen1  Aus An13 1t , At12   M2 2  t 23
At13 At23 At33 .
At,,
At12
AtI3
AM22
At 23
At,,
(6.55)
(6.56)
(6.57)
(6.58)
(6.59)
(6.60)
(6.61)
- V'n dp
to0
V'p2 n2 dpntO t
= V'p n4 dpp
nt1 o
= I'/ n2 dp
= V'p n2 dp
= 'p' nt dp
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The the matrix associated with the alpha particle equation is AQ and is
given by
[ Aan Aal2 A-cx13
A Aci 2 Aa22 Aa23  (6.62)
. Ac1 3 Aa23 An J
A - jV'n 2dp (6.63)
A2= V'p2 n2 dp (6.64)
nao o C
Act13 = -- V'p4 n 2 dp (6.65)
An22 = V'p n. dp (6.66)
Ac 23 = j V'p n. dp (6.67)
Aan = j V'p n, dp (6.68)
Similarly the matrix Aimp is associated with the impurity equation and is
given by
Aimpii Aimp1 2 Aimp13
Aimp [ Ainp12 Aimp2 2 Aimp23 (6.69)
mp13 imp23 Aimp33
Aimpi = 2 f 'imp dp (6.70)
nimp0
Aimp1 2 = jV ' p 2 n 2 dp (6.71)p nimpo o m
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Aimpi3 - V'P4 n?, dp (6.72)
nimpo o %n
A..p22 = f V'p ni dp (6.73)
Aimp2 3 = jV'p nim dp (6.74)
AimpI = j V'p nim dp (6.75)
The temperature equation is represented by the matrix AT whose elements
are given by
' AT, AT 2 A 13 1
ATi AT2 A2 2 AT23  (6.76)
A 13 AT 3 A .33 j
__1 rlAT 1  = -T f' V' (n. + ni) T 2 dp (6.77)
1 r'
A7. 2  =T- V'p (n.+n 1 )T2 dp (6.78)
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An 3  - 0 ] V'p4 (ne +n-n)T 2 dp (6.79)
AT2Z = j V'p 2 (n + ni) T 2 dp (6.80)
AT13 = 1 V'p 4 (n + n j)T 2 dp (6.81)
AT22 = 10 V'p' (n, + ni) T 2 dp (6.82)
The flux equation is represented by the matrix A, whose elements are given
by
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A'011 A 12 A4 13 1A4 A4 12 A0 22 A 23  (6.83)
A0 13 A,1 23 A-w I
A -= , ' F( (1/2 p 2 d p (6.84)
Ag j=V'p2 F(p)iGop) 42 dp (6.85)
1 1 (1/R 2 ) V)2 dP
A [1 V'p (2 dp (6.87)
Jo 0 F(p) m1(p)
A, 123 = / V'p 2 (/R 2) o2 dp (6.88)Jo F(p) T(p)013  0 '0 F P)7 (P) 2 dP ( . )
A02 = j V'ps (1/ 2) 42 dp (6.89)
fo F(p) n(p)
The elements of the vector F, contain the various sources and sinks,
as well as the conductive and convective transport characteristics of the
problem, and may be written as
R1 = fI V' [D (9n) 2 + rd and + (Sa) n] dp
ndO0 ap ) ap
- V'D a + V'Vd d (6.90)
ap ndo p=1  ndo p=i
R2 = j V' [Ddaa (p2 nd) + 'd (P2 nd) dp
+ I V'(Sd) nd p 2 dp - V'Da-p 2 nd + V'V 1 2n31 (6.91)
ap IP=1 P=1
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= f v' -Ddnd ' (P4nd) + rd (P4nd) dp
+ 1 V'(Sd nd p 4 dp-V'Dd p4 nd
19 p=1
+ant +
ap
+V'vdp nd
p= 1
(St)nt] dp
+ V'vt n,
nto ,1
Rs = v' -Dty-y- (p2n) ±
+ V'I npdpVD ~e
+ fV'(St) nt p2 dp - V'Dt p2nt0 ap
R-7 = V' -D
- V'D1
ap n.0
R8 = 1' v
(arj
2n) Idp
+ V'vep2n
p= 1
+ r, o + (S.) n. dp
+V'va
nao p=l
.- Dan 0 (p2") + r,:- (2n.] dp
± V,<Sa ) n,, p'dp - V'Da p2n.0 ~ ap L
Rg= V' -D.a (4n,) + a
+ V've p2nsa
pLl
(P4n.)] dp
I lann
+ V'(S. n, p 4 dp - V'Da, p n
0ap p= 1
+ V'VaP4 n3 (6.98)
-p=1
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(6.92)
- V'D ant nt
Op ntol,=l
(6.93)
(6.94)
p4 n) ]dp
+ V'vtp 4n3 (6.95)
p= 1
(6.96)
(6.97)
R3
1 1 1 ( nt) 2
R4 - v -Dt
nto fo 1 19P
+ fo V'(Simp) imp dp
- V'D nip -i"p
Op nimpo p
Dmp
+ V'Vimp
=1 nimp0 p=1l
' (P2 nmp) + Pimp
p4 nimp)
(P2 nmp) ]
+ fv' [(Smp) nmp p2] dp
- V'Dimp 22 = p 2 nimp
ap =1
' I0 v
-ap + Pim a (P4 nfimp) dp
+ b V' [(Smp) njmp p4] dp
- t'Dm p4nim, Op p= 1 (6.101)+ V'vim,p 4n p= 1
1 1  (T 2 9T
= V (n.x. + nxi + r dp
T+ bo [(E i) P dp
+ 101 IT((SE.)±+($Ej)T dp
- V'(nex. + niXi) 5 
T2
+2 olP~i
= ' [-nx.+nixi) (p2T ) + F dp
+ 1l IV'((SEe) + (SEi)) P 2T dp
- V'(n.ex. + nixi) p2T
a =1 L + 5v'PrTP
2T 2
2 ,=
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(6.99)
dp
R 1 2
+ V'tvimpl 2ni
p= 1
(6.100)
R 13
(6.102)
(6.103)
= IRi,
R1,5 = 1V' -x.+ nii) (p4T) + rT dp
+ 10 V'((SE0 ) + (SE,)) p4T dp
- V'(n.x. + nxi)--pT +-V'rTP4T2
1p =1 2 ,1
Rl1 a = I 1 (LVp ) + /8.0)7\2 1
TO o ' F(p) R 2 -p + (Ri)J dp
R17 = 0 
-) R2 )p ap2
R18 = V L
+ (RO )p24] dp
+ (R)p4 7p] dp
(6.104)
(6.105)
(6.106)
(6.107)
(6.108)
where RO in Eqs. (6.105 - 6.107) is given by
(1/R2)F(p) (6.109)
In summary, by finding the Lagrangian 4, by assuming forms for the
trial functions, and by taking the variations of f with respect to all the
variational parameters appearing in the trial functions, it has been possible
to reduce the system of partial differential equations to a system of coupled
ordinary differential equations.
6.3 Sawtooth Model
Tokamaks are subject to various global, and local instabilities which can
not be predicted by the transport equations presented here. Most of the
macroscopic instabilities observed in tokamaks can be attributed to certain
MHD modes.
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Sawtooth oscillations were first observed in the ST tokamak. [62] There
it was found, by observing the soft X-rays emitted from the central part
of the plasma column, that the emission undergoes oscillations having a
sawtooth time dependence. This change in the X-ray emission is primarily
due to a change in the electron temperature.
Various models have been developed which attempt to explain the saw-
tooth oscillations. In particular, Kodomtsev [63] proposed an explanation
as a "reconnection model", in which the m=1 magnetic island grows by
reconnecting the magnetic flux until it encompasses all the plasma inside
the q = 1 region. Subsequently, the hot plasma is expelled from the region
q < 1 resulting in the flattening of the density, temperature, and current
density profiles.
In general, sawtooth oscillations result from a competition between two
effects: the peaking of the temperature and thus the current density profile,
and by the triggering of an m=1, n=1 MHD like mode once the q value at
the plasma center, qo, falls below unity.[64]
For the sawtooth model developed here it is necessary to address the
following questions.
1. What are the necessary conditions for the occurrence of sawteeth?
2. What is the sawtooth collapse time?
3. What is the heating rate of the sawtooth?
4. What is the sawtooth repetition time?
5. What are the profile changes due to the sawtooth collapse?
It has been shown that the condition for sawtooth activity is qO ; 1.[64]
In estimating the sawtooth collapse time there is no agreement between the-
ory or experiment. For example, in the JET tokamak the experimentally
measured collapse time is -r ~ 100psec [65] while the predicted collapse
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time from Kodomtsev's [63] reconnection model is - 5msec. In this model
the collapse time is chosen to be 100paec. By analyzing the one dimen-
sional electron heat equation, it has shown that the temperature rise of the
sawtooth "appears to be predominantly due to resistive heating".[64]
The sawtooth period is a strong function of the plasma parameters and
the operating conditions. A good estimate of the sawtooth period, r., is
given by[66]
(., ~ 215 2/5 2/s /5 (6.110)
where ri is the radius at which q = 1, a is the plasma minor radius, rA
represents the Alfven transit time across the plasma radius
ra = (6.111)TA = MB1/
k B"
where B, is the toroidal magnetic field, m, and k are respectively the
poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, and p is the mass density. The heating
rate 1/rh at the magnetic axis may be calculated from
3 Te0
7h ~2 eo 2 (6.112)2 770 J02
where qo, and J6o are respectively the resistivity and the toroidal current
density at the plasma center. rR is the resistive skin time across the plasma
radius and is given by
TrR = 2(6.113)
7
The parameter w. in Eq. (6.110) represents the plasma diamagnetic
frequency and has the form
m dT
.-(ri) (6.114)
e Br diT
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The prediction of -r, from Eq. (6.110) does not apply in general. For
example, in neutral beam and RF heated plasmas it has been observed
that the sawtooth period becomes very long > 2sec. These types of saw-
tooth oscillations are called "monster sawteeth" and have been observed in
both the JET and TFTR tokamaks [67,68,69] The effects of these types of
sawtooth oscillations on plasma transport can be simulated by arbitrarily
choosing the sawtooth period.
After the sawtooth collapse the temperature and density profiles are
changed. In general, the profiles are flattened up to the inversion radius, pi
which corresponds to q = 1 i.e. pi = p(q = 1). Another interesting point is
the mixing radius, pm, beyond which the profiles remain unchanged. These
qualitative arguments regarding the profile changes are drawn upon exami-
nation of experimental data. The name inversion radius is derived from the
observation that during sawtooth activity the X-ray emission observed at
outer radii indicates that the sawtooth is inverted.
During the sawtooth collapse the temperature, particle density and cur-
rent density profiles are changed but the total plasma density and the total
plasma current remain constant. From experimental data in DIII-D and
other tokamaks, scalings for the location of the mixing radius pm have been
determined. In particular, Snider [70] has reported the following scaling for
Pmn
Pm - + 0.27 (6.115)
95
where q9s is the safety factor at the 95% flux surface.
It is important to determine the shape of the profile after the collapse
since it is required as a new initial condition for evolving the plasma pa-
rameters. For the variational transport model developed in this thesis it
is important to estimate the value of the variational parameters after the
collapse since they determine the actual shape of the profiles. For the trial
function used there are three variational parameters and thus values for
these three parameters must be obtained after the sawtooth collapse.
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The temperature profile is changing during a sawtooth collapse. Due
to the fact that the collapse is very fast no energy is transported across
the plasma via the standard convective and conductive processes during
the time frame of the collapse. However, due to the temperature change
inside the mixing radius the radiation balance changes. For example the
Bremmstrahlung radiation level changes during the sawtooth collapse.[71]
If the profile shape for the density and the temperature is known before and
after the collapse the difference in the Bremmstrahlung radiated power can
be estimated. If El is the total energy content of the plasma prior to the
collapse and E2 is the total energy after the collapse then
E 2 = El - EB (6.116)
where EB is the energy lost from the plasma due to Bremmstrahlung radi-
ation. By writing
E2 = EE, (6.117)
where e = 1-EB/El, the energy conservation condition given by Eq. (6.117)
can be used as one of the conditions needed for estimating the change of
the temperature profile. For arguments similar to those developed for the
estimation of the density profile changes, the temperature profile remains
unchanged at radii greater than the mixing radius pm i.e. for pm < p < 1 the
temperature profile remains unchanged. The two conditions outlined above
may be used to determine two of the three parameters appearing in the
temperature trial function Eq. (6.34). Therefore for a complete solution
another condition is required. This condition can be deduced from the
observation that the temperature profile inside the inversion radius pi is
flattened.[71] Thus if the location of the inversion radius is known, the
peak temperature after the collapse is equal to the temperature at p = pi
before the collapse. It is then possible to estimate the central temperature
drop AT due to the sawtooth collapse.In particular AT may be written as
A T = Tb(p = 0) - Tb(p = pi) (6.118)
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The inversion radius can be obtained by either using the scaling relation[70]
1
Pi ~ -
q95
(6.119)
or by finding the radius below which the safety factor becomes less than
one.
In summary then the determination of the temperature profile after the
sawtooth collapse is found by using the equations.
fv E2 dV = fy eE 1 dV
AT = T(p = 0) - T(p = pi)
and by minimizing the integral
Energy conservation
Given Temperature drop
.r= (Tb - T.)2 dp (6.121)
Next in order to determine the change in the flux profile 4 the following
assumptions are made.
1. The total plasma current is conserved during the sawtooth collapse.
2. The axial current density J(p = 0) changes by a prescribed amount
during the sawtooth collapse. Soltwisch [72] has estimated that the
J(p = 0) changes by approximately 8% during the collapse.
3. The flux profile does not change for radii greater than the mixing
radius pm
Mathematically the above conditions are expressed as follows.
Ip(P) =
A J(p =0) ~ 8%
Minimize
V' ( ) 
0 ap R P,
(' -- 7p.)2 dp
= Constant (6.122)
(6.123)
(6.124)
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(6.120)
The mathematical model used for determining the shape of the density
profile after the sawtooth collapse is based on the following: First, the total
number of particles is conserved during the collapse, second, the value of the
density at the mixing radius p, before the collapse equals to the density
after the collapse, third, the shape of the profile remains unchanged for
pm < p < 1. Furthermore, the value of the density at the plasma center,
p = 0 equals to the density at the inversion radius pi.
Mathematically, if nb corresponds to the profile before the collapse and
n. corresponds to the profile after the collapse, the above ideas are expressed
as follows
fy n dV = f1 n, dV Particle conservation
(6.125)
nb(pm) = na(pm) Fixed density at pm
and by minimizing the integral
I = (n 6 - n.) 2 dp (6.126)
the difference between the before and after profiles is minimized between
pm and 1.
6.4 Relating 7E to X
The parameters that characterize the confinement of energy in a tokamak
plasma are: the global energy confinement time TE for the volume averaged
(0-D) model, and the thermal diffusivity X in the one dimensional model.
Since -rE is a number and x is a function, it is not possible to infer a unique
x once the global energy confinement time rE is known. In general how-
ever the global behavior represented by -E is a conglomeration of the local
plasma behavior which may be represented by x, and there is a correspon-
dence between the energy confinement time and the local plasma transport
characteristics. This correspondence is valid only when volume averaged
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quantities are considered. In deriving the zero dimensional plasma trans-
port equations in chapter 2, the global energy confinement time rE was
defined as
TE = E (6.127)P
where E is the energy content of the plasma
E = 3 InTjdV (6.128)
and where P represents the plasma heating power. In particular P is given
by
P = Ph + P. - P.a (6.129)
The power lost due to conductive processes is equal to P and is given
by
P= Q "., dV (6.130)
the power density Q has the form
Q = I aV'(neX. + niXj)IVpl 2-a- (6.131)
Therefore Eq. (6.127) can be written as
3 fo V'(n. + n )T dp (632)
[V'(n x. + nixj }Vp|2
It is not possible to obtain a unique relation between rE and X unless
the functional form of both X, and Xi is specified. By assuming that the
electron thermal diffusivity x. and the ion thermal diffusivity xi have the
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same functional dependance but are modulated by some constant factor fxi
then a simple model for x. and Xi is
xe = C~exp(v,.p2I (6.133)
Xi = fx, Cxexp[vp 2] (6.134)
The parameters v,* and u'i determine the shape of the profiles and are
assumed known. The parameter Cy is given by
3 JlV'(n.+ni)T dp
2 -& [V'(n. exp[v .] + nj f exp[Vxi ]) IVp2
By using Eq. (6.135) the parameter C. can be calculated as the plasma
thermodynamic variables evolve and as the global energy confinement time
changes.
6.5 Solution Procedure
As has been shown from the previous analysis, the problem of finding solu-
tions to the plasma transport equations is reduced to the problem of solving
the system of coupled ordinary differential equations given by Eq. (6.45).
The variables to be evolved are the variational parameters.
In order to start the solution the initial conditions must be provided. In
a standard PDE problem the initial conditions are given in the form of a
radial profile. In this analysis the initial conditions are given by specifying
values for the variational parameters, which actually dictate a shape for the
initial profile. For example, by setting the shape parameters equal to zero
(i.e. aj = 0, Oj = 0) the initial conditions are parabolic profiles. Besides
the shape parameters, initial values must be provided for the central values
of the thermodynamic variables n,, T, and the flux 4.
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For the solution to proceed, the boundary conditions at the plasma
edge must be given. In general, the parameters yj appearing in the trial
functions, are determined as functions of the edge values which can be fixed
or floating (functions of time) by using Eqs. (6.27, 6.28).
Once the initial and boundary conditions have been specified the next
step is to determine the shape of the magnetic surfaces. This is required for
the computation of the various flux surface averages. The determination of
the magnetic surfaces is obtained by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation.
The Grad-Shafranov equilibria are obtained by using the variational equi-
librium model developed by Haney. [73] This variational Grad-Shafranov
solver is characterized by fast execution times, simplicity, and robustness
thereby making it ideal for calculating the flux surface shapes required for
performing the various flux surface averages. In order to completely define
this fixed boundary equilibrium problem the following parameters must be
provided.
Ro Plasma major radius
a Plasma minor radius
ru (KI) Plasma upper (lower) elongation
S. (S) Plasma upper (lower) triangularity (6.136)
Bo Toroidal magnetic field at Ro
P Plasma pressure
F Toroidal Flux Function
The functions P, and F are obtained from the transport equations and the
rest of the variables listed above characterize the tokamak geometry under
consideration. In particular the pressure P is given by
P = (ne + ni)T (6.137)
and the the function F is given by Eq. (2.84) which is repeated here for
convenience.
S1 0 1(p)( ) op'(p)+ -)FF' (6.138)
OpV'(p) p R 2 19p IR2
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6.6 Computer Implementation
The theory developed in the previous sections has been implemented in a
computer program called "MITra". This program, written in the MPPL
programing language has been adapted to run on VAX stations and on
the CRAY supercomputer. The system of ordinary differential equations
is solved by calling the IMSL routine DVERK. This routine is based on a
fifth and sixth order Runge-Kutta method. The code has been segmented
and thus the user has the ability to easily modify the desired subroutine
to perform the desired studies. For example the form of the diffusivity
x is given in a separate small unit whose manipulation is easy. Also the
auxiliary power is given in a separate subroutine thereby enabling the user
to change the auxiliary power deposition profiles with ease.
6.7 Sample results of the 11-D MITra trans-
port code
The volume averaged (0-D) transport model and the 1 j-D transport model
are fundamentally different in their representation of the plasma behavior.
The O-D model evolves the thermodynamic variables under the assumption
of fixed profiles. However, even though the two models include different
representation of the underlying physics, the results obtained under similar
qualitative assumptions are similar. For example qualitative similar results
are obtained when the temperature evolution is investigated. On Fig. 6.1
the O-D temperature evolution for the CIT tokamak under Goldston H-mode
scaling is compared to the temperature evolution obtained from the code
MITra. The simulation is obtained for x = C. exp[fp] where C, is found
from Eq. (6.135). Note that the final equilibrium temperature is similar. In
particular the O-D model equilibrates at T = 33 keV, and the equilibrium
obtained by MITra is T = 28 keV. This difference in the equilibration
temperature can be decreased by changing the functional dependance of x.
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Figure 6.1: Clockwise from top left corner: O-D temperature evolution of
the peak temperature (assuming parabolic profiles) and Goldston H-mode
scaling, the evolution of the peak temperature from the MITra code with
X = C, exp[p 2] where C. is determined from Eq. (6.135) for Goldston H-
mode scaling. Also shown is the evolution of the temperature profile.
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Note that the equilibrium temperature reached in the evolution shown
on Fig. 6.1 is the high temperature stable equilibrium. However, as was
discussed on chapter 4, these high temperature equilibria are not desirable
for operating a tokamak reactor. In a manner similar to that employed
on chapter 4 it is possible to generate equilibria at lower temperatures by
modulating the auxiliary power. For example by modulating the auxiliary
power the equilibrium shown on Fig. 6.2 is obtained. The modulation of
the auxiliary power is obtained according to the relation
P. T<T1
P.(T) = <T [' (1 T1 <T < T2 (6.139)
0 T>T 2
where T, = 14.0 keV, T2 = 16.0 keV, and A = 2.0. As the plasma tem-
perature increases the fusion power increases and thus the thermonuclear
Q increases accordingly. The evolution of the thermonuclear Q is shown on
Fig. 6.3. Operation at the equilibrium temperature corresponds to Q = 51.
Once the desired equilibrium has been reached the auxiliary power is
used in order to stabilize both positive and negative fluctuations. A positive
fluctuation is stabilized by decreasing the auxiliary power, and a negative
fluctuation is stabilized by increasing the auxiliary power. By assuming
a feedback law of the form given by Eq. (6.139) the stabilization of both
negative and positive perturbations is simulated. On Fig. 6.4 a 2 keV
negative temperature perturbation is imposed at time t = 7 sec. Responding
to this perturbation is the auxiliary power which by increasing brings the
system back to equilibrium.
Similarly the stabilization of a 1 keV positive temperature fluctuation
is simulated on Fig. 6.5. In this case by decreasing the auxiliary power the
plasma looses energy resulting in a temperature decrease and thus stabi-
lization of the perturbation.
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Figure 6.2: Clockwise from top left corner: O-D temperature evolution of
the peak temperature with auxiliary power modulation (Goldston H-mode
scaling), the evolution of the peak temperature from the MITra code with
centrally deposited and modulated auxiliary power and with diffusivity of
the form x = C, exp[p2 ] where C. is determined from Eq. (6.135). Also
shown is the evolution of the temperature profile.
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Figure 6.3: Evolution of the thermonuclear Q corresponding to Fig. 6.2 for
CIT under Goldston H-mode confinement and for x = C. exp[p2 ] where C.
is found from Eq. (6.135)
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Figure 6.4: Top figure shows the trace of the peak temperature of a CIT
discharge under Goldston H-mode scaling. Note that once the equilibrium
is reached a 2 keV negative perturbation is stabilized by auxiliary power
modulation. The bottom plot shows the complete evolution of the tem-
perature profiles. The form of the the x is x = C exp[p2 ] where C, is
determined from Eq. (6.135).
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Figure 6.5: Top figure shows the trace of the peak temperature of a CIT
discharge under Goldston H-mode scaling. Note that once the equilibrium
is reached a 1 keV positive perturbation is stabilized by auxiliary power
modulation. The bottom plot shows the complete evolution of the tem-
perature profiles. The form of the the x is x = C. exp[p 2] where C, is
determined from Eq. (6.135).
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The sawtooth model developed in section 6.3 is now demonstrated for
the case of an ohmically heated discharge. On Fig. 6.6 an ohmic discharge
is presented with sawteeth turned off (top figure), and .with fixed period
sawteeth (bottom figure). Note that the profiles flatten during the collapse
and then relax to their original (before collapse) shape as a result of the
heating of the plasma by the ohmic current. The peak temperature evo-
lution during sawtooth activity is shown on Fig. 6.7. This figure clearly
demonstrates the collapse of the peak temperature and the recovery due to
the heating of the plasma center by the ohmic current.
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Figure 6.6: Ohmic evolution without sawteeth (top figure) and with saw-
teeth (bottom figure).
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Figure 6.7: A plot of the peak temperature during sawtooth activity with
a prescribed period corresponding to Fig. 6.6
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions;
Suggestions for future work
7.1 Summary
In this thesis issues related to ignition/design, burn control, and the de-
velopment of a new transport model based on variational techniques have
been investigated.
The various plasma transport models used in the analysis were reviewed
in chapter 2. There by starting with the Fokker-Planck equation the various
assumptions leading to the 11-D, and eventually to the O-D transport2
models were presented, and the various models were cast in a form suitable
for computation.
The procedure for designing optimized and ignited tokamaks was pre-
sented on chapter 3. There, by introducing the the parameters B-rE/R,
nR/B, and RPa/a2 B 2 it was shown that B-rE/R represents a universal per-
formance parameter since it does not vary as various forms are assumed
for the energy confinement time rE. Next by explaining the importance of
keeping the ratio Pa/PO as small as possible, optimized designs were ob-
tained by minimizing the ratio Pa/PO. The resulting optimized and ignited
designs indicate the possible advantage of high magnetic field - 15 T and
high aspect ratio - 4.5.
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The method of plasma burn control via auxiliary power modulation was
presented on chapter 4 with particular emphasis on the CIT design. There
it was shown that auxiliary power can be a very important knob for tokamak
operation. First, by modulating the auxiliary power it is possible to map the
plasma operating space. Second, thermal equilibria can be created in the
unstable regime by suitably reducing the auxiliary power supplied to the
plasma. Third by modulating the auxiliary power about these equilibria
negative and positive temperature perturbations can be effectively stabi-
lized. Also the limits of operation of the auxiliary power control system
were investigated. In particular it was found that operation with Q ~ 50
is possible, and that the feedback control system can be characterized with
delay times in the order of 1 second. This delay time may be used in order
to differentiate between fluctuations that require stabilization, and benign
oscillations such as sawteeth.
The analysis presented in chapters 3 and 4 were performed via the 0-
D plasma transport model. Since such a model is characterized by fixed
profiles the need was recognized for the development of a plasma transport
model which could provide profile information as fast as the 0-D model to
yield its results. In order to solve this problem the variational formulation
was applied to the transport equation. In chapter 5 the basic principles
of the variational formulation were formulated and examples of variational
solutions to the general transport equation were presented. In particular the
variational formulation was tested for the case of a single transport equation
with non-linear phenomenological coefficients ( including convection terms,
and heat pulses) as well as for the case of a system of two coupled transport
equations. In general, the variational formulation yields results by a factor
of 10 - 50 faster than standard finite differencing schemes. Besides the
increase in speed the solutions obtained with the variational formulation
are accurate when compared with the exact solutions.
Having demonstrated the potential advantage of the variational formu-
lation in obtaining solutions to the transport equations, the formalism was
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next generalized in chapter 6 for the system of 11-D plasma transport
equations developed in chapter 2. In particular the variational formula-
tion was extended to a set of coupled equations describing the evolution
of deuterium density, tritium density, alpha particle density, a single impu-
rity species, the ion temperature, and the magnetic flux. The flux surface
averaging required in the 1-D model is obtained by solving the Grad-
Shafranov equation with the equilibrium solver developed by Haney [73].
In addition to the general transport model a sawtooth model was also de-
veloped. Some sample cases were presented which indicate the operation
and the capabilities of the variational transport model. In particular sample
ignition and burn control cases were presented for the CIT tokamak.
7.2 Future Work
The I}-D variational transport model developed in this thesis can be used
to perform a number of studies related to tokamak performance. The main
advantage of this model is that profile information can be obtained in a
time similar to that required by the standard O-D models. The burm control
characteristics presented in chapter 4 were obtained by using the O-D model
and thus did not include any profile information. Many of the issues related
to ignition and burn control are sensitive to profile characteristics and thus
their study requires a 1--D model.
In particular the following issues are of importance and require further
investigation with the 11-D model.
1. Sawteeth.
In general a tokamak discharge is characterized by many local and
global instabilities with the sawtooth oscillation being one of the most
important from the point of ignition and burm control. During a
sawtooth oscillation the profiles of the plasma temperature and den-
sity flatten and there is enhanced transport from the plasma interior.
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This makes ignition more difficult to achieve and places some im-
portant limits on the feedback system required to control the plasma
burn. In chapter 4 the importance of the delay time -rd was introduced
and the connection to the possible sawtooth effects was mentioned.
The feedback system has to be able to discriminate against benign
plasma oscillations such as sawteeth. This point was also introduced
in chapter 4. With the fast variational transport model developed
in this thesis it is planned to study the effects of sawteeth-of vari-
ous periods-on plasma ignition and burn control. For example, pre-
liminary calculations indicate that an effective burn control system,
based on auxiliary power modulation and operating in a sawtoothing
plasma, will be characterized by Q values that are lower than those
characterizing a plasma without sawteeth. In the future, and with
the aide of the variational transport model, these issues related to
sawteeth effects will be investigated.
2. Impurities
Another important effect on ignition and burn control is the plasma
impurity level. For example, since impurities tend to concentrate in
the plasma center, it is important to model their transport in order to
study their effect on both the ignition and burn control characteristics
of the plasma.
Another important area that needs investigation is the effect of non-
coronal impurity radiation on plasma control. Up to now plasma
control and regulation studies, via impurity injection, has mainly con-
centrated on coronal equilibria. However, as the impurity ion average
charge increases and approaches the coronal charge state distribution
the radiated power decreases by one or two orders of magnitude.[74]
Thereby it is possible by injecting light impurities into the plasma,
and by including the radiated power due to non-coronal radiation to
find that the actual amount of impurity injection required for burn
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control and regulation can be substantially decreased. The possible
application of non-coronal radiation in the case of plasma shutdown,
which is a special case of burn control, needs to be evaluated. For ex-
ample, by inducing negative temperature perturbations and allowing
them to grow in a controlled manner, the shutdown phase can be slow
enough for the poloidal field system to follow the decrement of plasma
pressure, thereby minimizing the possibility of disruptions. Another
application of non-coronal radiation is for edge temperature control.
Low temperatures are required in order to minimize erosion problems
of the plasma facing components. Low temperatures can be achieved
by injecting small amount of impurities near the divertor plates.
3. Transport assumptions
One of the most important considerations when using a 11-D trans-2
port model is the type of transport assumptions used in the model.
Since there is no agreement on the form of the plasma transport co-
efficients it is important to be able to perform parametric studies in
order to cover the whole range of possible functional shapes and de-
pendences. With the variational model developed in this thesis it
is possible to investigate tokamak behavior under various transport
assumptions by virtue of the fast execution of the model. In particu-
lar by evolving a tokamak plasma consistent with a particular global
confinement scaling, according to Eq. (6.135), the effect of various
transport coefficients can be investigated.
4. Off-axis heating
Controlling the plasma via auxiliary power modulation has been shown
to be an effective way to stabilize temperature fluctuations. It is
planned to extend the analysis with the aide of the new variational
transport model in order to investigate the effect of various types of
auxiliary power heating profiles. In particular it is important to quan-
tify the response of the burn control system for situations in which
the auxiliary power is deposited in the plasma periphery.
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5. Diagnostic tool
By virtue of its fast execution time, the variational transport model
developed in this thesis can be used as a between shot-diagnostic
in tokamak experiments in order to determine the various transport
coefficients. For example, it is possible by measuring the profiles of
density and temperature as well as the global energy confinement
time, to deduce the profiles of the various diffusion coefficients.
6. Fueling
During pellet fueling the plasma undergoes density, temperature, and
thus fusion power fluctuations. These fluctuations should not effect
the burn control system and it is important to investigate the type of
feedback system required in order to filter those types of fluctuations.
In particular the feedback delay time has to be consistent with the
time scale characterizing particle diffusion.
Finally, the variational transport model developed in this thesis is very
suitable for use as a module in a more general tokamak systems code. A
tokamak systems code which incorporates the variational transport model
developed here, and the variational equilibrium solver developed by Haney
[73], will be fast and also will provide important profile information.
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Appendix A
Coefficients for the O-D
Transport Equations
In this appendix the coefficients Ka, and C appearing in the 0-D equa-
tions are presented.
K, 1.2 x 101K1 = 1.xi~(1.1)1 + L'n + VT
Ko= 1.67 x 104 1 + K 2 Z-f (1.2)
K = 5.6 x 101 (1.3)
LIT
Kb 5.3 x 103
1 + 2v, + .5vTZeff (1.4)
K = 5.07 x 104 (1.5)
K
K. = 6.21 x 10 3  (1.6)
1 + V + VT
0.0507 (1.7)
C2 0.14C 2 = -(1.8)VT
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f = 2-"o ; (1 + 1.24v,) 0 .50 2  (1.9)
= V.34 79 1+ + T 1 + K2 Z.) (1.10)on 0.4791 + 1.5vT
C. = 2.91671 + ' +(1)
VT
C6 = 0.1104 1±V +LT Z. (1.12)1 + 2vn + .5 vT
C. = 1 .0563 1+vn + T (1.13)
K
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